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Abstract
Growth Optimization of III-N Electronic Devices by Plasma-Assisted Molecular
Beam Epitaxy
by
Elaheh Ahmadi
Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of California, Santa Barbara
Professor Umesh k. Mishra, Chair
InAlN has received significant attention due to its great potential for elec-
tronic and optoelectronic applications. In particular, In0.18Al0.82N presents the
advantage of being lattice-matched to GaN and simultaneously exhibiting a high
spontaneous polarization charge, making In0.18Al0.82N attractive for use as the bar-
rier layer in high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs). However, in the case of
InAlN growth by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (PAMBE), a strong non-
uniformity in the in-plane In distribution was observed for both N-face and metal-
face In0.18Al0.82N . This compositional inhomogeneity manifests itself as a colum-
nar microstructure with AlN-rich cores (5-10 nm in width) and InN-rich intercol-
umn boundaries. Because of the large differences between the bandgaps and polar-
ization of InN and AlN, this non-uniformity in InAlN composition could be a source
of scattering, leading to mobility degradation in HEMTs. In this work, the growth
conditions for high quality lattice-matched InAlN layers on free-standing GaN sub-
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strates were explored by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (PAMBE) in the
N-rich regime. The microstructure of N-face InAlN layers, lattice-matched to GaN,
was investigated by scanning transmission electron microscopy and atom probe to-
mography. Microstructural analysis showed an absence of the lateral composition
modulation that was previously observed in InAlN films grown by PAMBE. Us-
ing same growth conditions for InAlN layer, N-face GaN/AlN/GaN/InAlN high-
electron-mobility transistors with lattice-matched InAlN back barriers were grown
directly on SiC. A room temperature two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) mo-
bility of 1100 cm2V −1s−1 and 2DEG sheet charge density of 1.9 × 1013 cm2 was
measured on these devices. However, the threading dislocation density (TDD) of
GaN grown directly on SiC by PAMBE (≈ 2 × 1010 cm−2) is two orders of mag-
nitude higher than GaN grown by MOCVD on SiC or sapphire (≈ 5× 108 cm−2).
This high TDD can severely degrade the 2DEG mobility, especially at lower 2DEG
sheet densities.
Relatively low TDD (≈ 5× 108 cm−2) on MOCVD-grown GaN substrates mo-
tivated us to study the growth of N-face GaN-based HEMT structures with InAlN
backbarriers on such substrates. Since on-axis GaN-on-sapphire substrates with
low threading dislocation density are not available in the N-face orientation, we ex-
plored the growth of InAlN on vicinal (4◦ miscut along GaN 101¯0) GaN-on-sapphire
substrates. The microstructure of In0.18Al0.82N layers grown by PAMBE at dif-
ferent temperatures was studied using scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM). The cross-sectional and plan-view STEM images revealed lateral varia-
tions in the InAlN composition along 101¯0 (perpendicular to the step edges), in
addition to step bunching in InAlN layers thicker than 10 nm. N-face HEMTs with
xiv
lattice-matched InAlN backbarriers were then grown on these vicinal substrates
with different InAlN thicknesses.
Transmission line measurements showed that step bunching and lateral varia-
tion of InAlN composition degraded the 2DEG mobility in the directions parallel
and perpendicular to the steps. A 2DEG charge density of 1.1×1013 cm−2 and mo-
bility of 1850 cm2V −1s−1 were achieved on a GaN/AlN/InAlN/GaN structure with
7.5 nm thick In0.18Al0.82N . By designing a double backbarrier (In0.18Al0.82N(7.5
nm)/Al0.57Ga0.43N(7 nm)), a 2DEG charge density of 2× 1013 cm−2 and mobility
of 1360 cm2V −1s−1 were attained, which resulted in a sheet resistance of 230 Ω/.
Two good measures of the device quality concerning the power loss in power
switch and high frequency switch applications are Huang material figure of merit
, and Baliga high-frequency figure of merit, respectively, which shows that for any
fixed material system, power loss reduces by increasing the mobility of the 2DEG.
Therefore, it is very important to understand the source of scattering mechanisms
which affect the 2DEG mobility. In this work, we studied effect of decreasing chan-
nel thickness or increasing gate reverse bias on charge density and 2DEG mobility
in N-face HEMT structure. Our calculations showed that increasing the gate re-
verse bias and decreasing the channel thickness both reduce the 2DEG mobility.
This trend has been observed by experiment as well. Previously, it was believed
that increasing the gate reverse bias or decreasing the channel thickness in N-face
GaN-based HEMT structures lead to deeper penetration of the 2DEG wavefunction
into the barrier, and consequently, higher interface roughness and alloy scattering
rates. Although this statement is true, our calculations revealed that the pene-
tration of the 2DEG into the barrier and, therefore, 2DEG mobility limited by
xv
alloy and interface roughness scattering mechanisms do not vary significantly by
increasing gate reverse bias or decreasing the channel thickness. therefore, these
two scattering mechanisms are not enough to explain the significant drop in the
2DEG mobility observed in experiments. We believe that the charged trap states
at the AlGaN-GaN interface, where the 2DEG forms, are responsible for this 2DEG
mobility reduction.
xvi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Material properties of III-N
Crystalline III-Nitrides exist in both wurtzite (WZ) and zinc blende (ZB) struc-
tures. Wurtzite is the thermodynamically stable crystal structure for III-nitrides
in ambient condition, and is of the interest of this work. This crystal structure has
a hexagonal unit cell with two lattice parameters a, and c. There are three im-
portant planes in wurtzite nitrides which are of special interest, and called (0001)
c-plane, (112¯0) a-plane, and (11¯00) m-plane. These three planes with their associ-
ated directions are shown in Fig. 1.1.
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Figure 1.2: GaN WZ crystal structure in (a) Ga-face (b)N-face polarizations, show-
ing the spontaneous polarization vector.
Figure 1.1: Important planes and their corresponding directions in GaNWZ crystal
structure[1].
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Because of lack of inversion symmetry, WZ III-nitrides exhibit unique polariza-
tion effects. Depending on the surface termination III-nitrides have either a group
III element (Al, In, Ga) polarity (0001)or a N-polarity (0001¯). This is demon-
strated in Fig. 1.2. Moreover, they show piezoelectric effects when strained along
c-direction. The piezoelectric and spontaneous polarization charges play an impor-
tant role in designing device structures, and provide us with an extra nob for band
diagram engineering. Some interesting examples of this band diagram engineer-
ing have been utilized throughout this work for designing high electron mobility
transistors (HEMTs) and hot electron transistors (HETs).
GaN and its alloys with InN and AlN have arisen a great deal of interest in last
two decades because of their wide range of direct band gap[5, ?, 6, 7]. This makes
them suitable for optoelectronic applications such as laser diodes (LDs)[8, 9, 10, 11],
and light emitting diodes (LEDs)[12, 13, 14].
Besides, GaN has a large potential for high power electronics. Because of its
high breakdown electric field in addition to high electron saturation velocity, GaN
is a great candidate for high-power amplifiers and switches[15, 16, 17]. Johnson fig-
ure of merit (JFOM) and Baliga figure of merit (BFOM) are the two most referred
figure of merits for measuring the suitability of semiconductors for high-power ap-
plications. These two figure of merits along with some other important material
properties are shown in table 1.1 for different semiconductors. High FJFOM and
BFOM numbers for GaN in comparison with the other semiconductors makes it a
promising material system for fabricating high power electronic devices. Although,
SiC has breakdown field, and electron saturation velocity nearly close to GaN, it
does not provide the same flexibility for designing different kinds of transistors. In
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Table 1.1: matieral properties along with two important figure of merits for mea-
suring the suitability of semiconductors for high-power applications.
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GaN InN AlN
a0 0.3189 0.3548 0.3112
c0 0.51 0.5760 0.4982
Table 1.2: lattice parameters for III-nitrides in WZ crystal structures
contrast, GaN and its alloys with AlN and InN give the possibility of designing
complicated heterostructures suitable for HEMTs, HETs and HBTs. Moreover, the
possibility of growing GaN-based electronic structures on SiC substrates, which
have excellent thermal conductivity, offers another advantage for this material sys-
tem to be used in power electronics. Fabricating power electronic devices on sub-
strates with high thermal conductivity significantly reduces the amount of material
needed as heat sink for cooling purposes, which helps in decreasing the total cost
in addition to size of power electronic devices.
1.2 Alloys
Integrating GaN with (AlInGa)N alloys gives a wide space for designing electronic
device structures. In this section we briefly discuss the dependence of lattice pa-
rameters, bandgap, and polarization parameters on the composition of III-nitride
ternary alloys. Lattice parameters of AlN, InN and GaN are listed in table 1.2.
Lattice parameters for III-nitride ternary alloys can be approximated using
Vagard’s law as shown in Eq. 1.1. In this equation A and B are two different metal
elements out of Al, Ga or In.
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aAxB(1−x)N = aANx+ aBN(1− x), cAxB(1−x)N = cANx+ cBN(1− x) (1.1)
AlN
GaN
InN
b=1
b=1.43
b=3.1
Figure 1.3: In-plane lattice constant and bandgap for GaN, InN, AlN and their
alloys. Bowing factors of 1, 1.43, and 3.1 have been assumed for calculating the
bandgap of AlGaN, InGaN, and InAlN, respectively.
Bandgap of the ternary alloy AxB(1-x)N can be calculated using Eq. 1.2, if the
bowing factor (b) is known accurately.
EgAxB(1−x)N = xE
g
AN + (1− x)EgBN − bx(1− x) (1.2)
There is discrepancy among bowing parameters suggested by experimental data
in literature. This discrepancy is more severe for InGaN and InAlN alloys. This is
because growth of high-quality InN, and, therefore, extracting its physical proper-
ties has been challenging. Moreover, the disparity between In and Al/Ga can lead
to issues such as phase separation in InGaN or InAlN. In-plane lattice constant
6
for GaN, InN, AlN and their alloys along with their bandgap are shown in Fig1.3.
The least square fit to experimental data gives bowing factors of 1 eV, 3.1 eV, and
1.43 eV for AlGaN, InAlN, and InGaN, respectively[1].
1.3 Polarization
For III-nitrides and their alloys, because of the difference in the electronegativity
of metal atom and N atom, there is a local spontaneous polarization along each
III-N bond. In an ideal WZ lattice structure, where c0/a0 = 1.633, the polariza-
tion vectors cancel out each other, and the net polarization in the lattice is zero.
However, in AlN, GaN, InN, and their alloys, this ratio is deviating from the ideal
value, and there is a net spontaneous polarization along −→c direction. Furthermore,
tensile or compressive stress in the lattice produces additional polarization called
piezoelectric polarization. Therefore, the net polarization in each layer is the sum
of spontaneous and piezoelectric polarizations. Piezoelectric polarizations in direc-
tions −→a , and −→m are zero, and in direction −→c can be calculated using the following
equation:
Pz = 2
a− a0
a0
(
e31 − e33C13
C33
)
(1.3)
Where a0, and a are the in-plane lattice parameters of the epitaxial layer when
it is strained to the buffer layer (buffer in-plane lattice constant), and when it
is relaxed, respectively. e31 and e33 are the electric piezoelectric coefficients, and
C13 and C33 are the elastic coefficients. The value of aforementioned parameters
are listed in table 1.3 for AlN, InN, and GaN. These values can be estimated for
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Psp
(C/m2)
e31
(C/m2)
e33
(C/m2)
C13
(1012 N/m2)
C33
(1012 N/m2)
Eg(eV)
GaN -0.029 -0.49 0.73 1.03 3.55 3.4
AlN -0.081 -0.6 1.46 1.08 3.95 6.0
InN -0.032 -0.57 0.97 0.96 2.58 0.7
Table 1.3: Spontaneous polarization, piezoelectric constants, and elastic constants
for GaN, InN, and AlN.
ternary alloys using a linear combination of their components.
1.4 Heterostructures
Heterostructure is a combination of two or more crystalline semiconductors with
different bandgaps, which is, nowadays, an essential part of electronic and optoelec-
tronic device structures. Use of growth techniques such as MBE or MOCVD, by
which abrupt interfaces can be achieved, is necessary for fabricating heterostruc-
tures.
III-N heterostrcutures are unique in the sense that not only bandgap, but also
the polarization changes at the interface of the heterojunction. This gives extra
space for designing electronic device structures such as HEMTs, HETs or BJTs.
For example, as opposed to conventional semiconductor HEMTs, there is no need
for remote doping in III-N HEMTs to provide two dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
in the channel. An AlGaN/GaN heterostructure along with its band diagram and
the polarization charges are shown in Fig. 1.4. Discontinuity in the polarization
8
PnetSurface 
donors
Pnet(AlGaN)
Al0.25Ga0.75N GaN
Figure 1.4: Band diagram of an AlGaN/GaN heterostructure along with polariza-
tion charges, and 2DEG formed at the AlGaN-GaN interface.
results in a non-zero polarization charge at the interface, and a 2DEG charge,
consequently, to satisfy charge neutrality. Donor states at the surface are the
source of 2DEG electrons in the channel[18].
Polarization dipole barrier is the other example of using heterostructures in
electronic device structures. An example of a polarization dipole is shown in Fig.
1.5. The polarization dipole introduced by 4nm-thick InGaN pulls up the conduc-
tion band in GaN, and forms a barrier. This kind of barrier is used in designing
HET structures discussed in chapter 6.
1.5 Molecular beam epitaxy
Epitaxial growth of GaN was very challenging for years because of the fact that it
needed to be grown on foreign substrates with large lattice mismatches. In 1969,
Maruska and Tietjan were able to grow poly-crystalline GaN for the first time
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n+ GaN template
100 nm UID GaN
4 nm In0.2Ga0.8N
50 nm GaN:5×1018 Si-doped
Growth
Direction
GaNInGaN
Figure 1.5: (a) Schematic and (b) Band diagram of an InGaN dipole diode. The
polarization dipole introduced by the thin (4nm-thick) InGaN layer pulls up the
conduction band in GaN and forms a barrier.
using hydride vapor-phase epitaxy[19]. In 1986, using low temperature AlN as the
buffer layer, Amano et al. succeeded in growing mirror-like GaN on sapphire with
relatively low residual impurity concentration (∼ 1 × 1017cm-3) by metal-organic
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)[20]. Later Nakamura et al.[13] achieved high
quality GaN grown on sapphire by MOCVD using low temperature GaN instead
of AlN as the buffer layer.
Nowadays, MBE and MOCVD are two common growth techniques which are
used widely for epitaxial growth of III-nitirdes. Both these two techniques give us
the ability to control the layer thickness with a resolution of few angstroms. The
facts that much higher growth rates are achievable by MOCVD in comparison with
MBE, and that the machine maintenance is considerably cheaper for the former one
make this growth technique the preferred one in industry. Regardless, MBE offers
remarkable advantages over MOCVD specially interesting for research purposes.
MBE is an ultra high vacuum growth technique, which allows the use of reflec-
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Figure 1.6: Schematic of a PAMBE machine, showing Knudsen effusion cells and
rf plasma source for providing active N.
tion high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) as an in-situ tool for monitoring the
growth. The concentration of impurities such as H is much lower in layers grown by
MBE. Si-doping with higher concentrations is achievable by this growth technique.
Moreover, the fact that the growth temperature is considerably lower in MBE (700
°C) in comparison with MOCVD (1200 °C) makes it a suitable technique for doing
regrowths on partially processed epi-structures.
The high vacuum environment in the MBE is maintained using combination
of different pump mechanisms such as turbo, ion, and cryo pump. Moreover,
the cryopanel around the chamber, chilled using liquid Nitrogen act as a sink for
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impurities in the vacuum.
In MBE, metal constituents (Ga, In, Al, mg, Si) are heated in Knudsen effusion
cells to sublime. The evaporated metal atoms travel and reach the substrate surface
where they interact and form the crystal. Because of high vacuum, atoms have a
large mean free path and do not get scattered by other atoms until they reach
the substrate. There are two different methods for providing active N in MBE
grwoth of III-N materials: radio frequency (RF) plasma, and ammonia. In the
former method, active N is provided by N2 molecules dissociation using RF plasma
source, whereas in the latter one, active N is created via thermal decomposition
of ammonia at the heated substrate. Fig. 1.6 illustrates a schematic of PAMBE,
showing Knudsen effusion cells, RF plasma source and the substrate.
1.6 Synopsis of dissertation
The objective of this dissertation is to develop the growth procedure for In-contained
III-N alloys using PAMBE, and utilize them for designing electronic devices. When
this work began in 2011, it was believed that InAlN layer grown by PAMBE suffers
from lateral variation in composition in “honeycomb” or “columnar” structures. In
chapter 2, development of InAlN, lattice-matched to GaN, with uniform compo-
sition is explained. In addition, HEMT structures with InAlN backbarrier was
designed and fabricated using the developed recipe for growth of InAlN on SiC
substrates.
Direct growth of GaN on SiC by PAMBE results in relatively high threading
dislocation densities (∼ 3×1010 cm-2). Kaun et al. have shown previously that large
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TDDs (∼ 3×1010 cm-2) degrade the 2DEG mobility even in the case of high charge
densities such as 1.4× 1013 cm-2. Free-standing GaN substrates are available with
TDDs lower than 5×107 cm-2, however these kind of substrates are cost-prohibitive.
Moreover, such low TDD is not essential for lateral devices. The other available
option was GaN-on-sapphire templates grown by MOCVD on vicinal substrates.
In chapter 3, growth of N-face HEMT structures with InAlN backbarrier on vicinal
substrates is discussed. Chapter 4 is devoted to calculations of 2DEG mobility in
N-face HEMT structures. The question that we tried to address in this chapter
is how applying gate reverse bias or reducing channel thickness influence 2DEG
charge density and mobility. In chapter 5, we developed a model to calculate
the scattering rate from alloy fluctuations, and compared the limiting mobility
for this kind of scattering mechanism for Ga-face AlGaN/GaN and InAlN/GaN
heterostructures.
Chapter 6 is devoted to development of HET structures using PAMBE. The
capability of growing pure AlN and high-In-content InGaN layers by PAMBE was
the motivation for utilizing this growth technique for fabricating these structures.
To understand the effect of Ga-rich growth condition in PAMBE growth technique
on vertical devices, we studied the reverse leakage current of Schottky diodes grown
in different conditions and compared the reverse leakage with those grown by am-
monia MBE. The results of this study is discussed in chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
N-Face HEMT Structures With
InAlN as the Backbarrier
2.1 Introduction
GaN-based high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs) are particularly attractive
for high-power and high-frequency applications due to GaN’s large band gap (3.4
eV)[21, 22, 23, 24]. N-face GaN-based HEMTs have several advantages over Ga-
face GaN-based HEMTs that make them promising for highly scaled devices. In
N-face GaN-based HEMTs, the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) forms on top
of the barrier, unlike in Ga-face HEMTs where the 2DEG is below the barrier. This
is due to the lack of inversion symmetry in the wurtzite crystal structure which
results in N-face and Ga-face GaN having opposite polarizations. Formation of the
2DEG above the barrier results in the formation of a natural backbarrier in N-face
HEMTs with better confinement of the 2DEG. The enhanced confinement of the
2DEG improves the output resistance and pinch-off of the devices[25]. The charge
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Figure 2.1: Plan-view electron micrographs of In0.175Al0.825N showing lateral com-
position modulation in form of honeycomb microstructure with AlN-rich cores and
InN-rich intercolumn boundaries[2].
centroid of the 2DEG is closer to the gate in N-face GaN-based HEMTs, allowing
for better gate control, especially for scaled channels. In addition, as there is no
large-bandgap barrier between the free surface and the 2DEG in N-face HEMTs,
it is easier to achieve Ohmic contacts with very low resistance[24, 26].
Traditionally, AlGaN has been used as the barrier in both Ga-face and N-face
GaN-based HEMTs[21, 27, 28, 29]. To achieve high charge density in AlGaN/GaN
heterostructures, the AlN mole fraction or thickness of AlGaN needs to be in-
creased. The thickness of the AlGaN barrier at which cracking occurs due to
excess biaxial tensile stress is reduced with increasing AlN mole fraction. In addi-
tion, increasing the AlN mole fraction in the AlGaN/GaN heterostructure induces
more strain, which may negatively impact device reliability[30]. InAlN is an al-
ternative barrier material. In particular, In0.18Al0.72N is attractive for HEMTs
because it is lattice-matched to GaN. In0.18Al0.72N also has a large bandgap of 4.2
eV[31] and high spontaneous polarization. This high spontaneous polarization re-
sults in a large polarization discontinuity at the In0.18Al0.72N/GaN heterointerface,
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which is compensated by a high-density (>2 × 1013 cm-2) 2DEG. In this context,
excellent DC and RF performances have been demonstrated on both N-face and
metal-face In0.18Al0.82N/GaN devices grown by metal-organic chemical vapor depo-
sition (MOCVD)[32, 33, 34]. Also, Wong et.al.[35] obtained a good quality InAlN
lattice matched to GaN with homogeneous composition using ammonia molecular
beam epitaxy.
It has been shown[36] that inserting a thin layer of AlN between the alloy
barrier and the channel improves the 2DEG mobility. However, the nominal AlN
interlayer grown by MOCVD was shown to be an AlGaN layer with less than 50%
AlN in practice[37]. It was believed that this can degrade the 2DEG mobility,
especially in thin channels, because the 2DEG penetrates farther into the barrier
as the channel is scaled down. With PAMBE, AlN interlayers are pure. Therefore,
PAMBE is a promising method to obtain high 2DEG mobility in N-face HEMT
structures with scaled channels.
However, in the case of InAlN growth by plasma-assisted molecular beam epi-
taxy (PAMBE), a strong non-uniformity in the in-plane In distribution was ob-
served for both N-face and metal-face In0.18Al0.82N. Zhou et al.[2] reported for the
first time lateral phase separation in InAlN layers grown by PAMBE in the shape
of “honeycombs”. As shown in Fig. 2.1, High-angle annular-dark-field (HAADF)
image revealed that the contrast is contributed to severe modulation in InAlN com-
position. Such composition inhomogeneity manifested itself as a nanoscale colum-
nar microstructure with AlN-rich cores and InN-rich intercolumn boundaries. This
composition modulation in InAlN layers grown by PAMBE was later confirmed by
Sahonata et al.[3] in 2009. They studied microscopic material quality of InAlN lay-
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Figure 2.2: Schematic showing the growth dynamics resulting in composition mod-
ulation. (a) The growth starts with AlN rich platelets because of low mobility of
Al adatoms on the surface, and high rate of In desorption from the surface. (b) In
prefers to incorporate along the coalescence edges because of the tnsile stress. (c)
columnar microstructures with AlN-rich cores and InN-rich intercolumn boundaries
forms[3].
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ers having three different compositions grown in metal-rich regime. Their HAADF
images revealed a similar honeycomb microstructure. They proposed that the com-
position modulation is a result of formation of “Al-rich islands” in the beginning
of the growth as shown in Fig. 2.2. They claimed that at the onset of islands
coalescence, In adatoms prefer to incorporate along the islands coalescence edges
because of tensile strain between these islands. In 2012 Choi et al.[4] Observed the
same composition variation in InAlN layers grown in N-rich regime by PAMBE
using different III/N ratios. Atom probe tomography (APT) (Fig. 2.3) analysis
of these layers revealed that In mole fraction changes from 36% in the boundaries
of columns to 7% in the center of columns. In addition, Dasgupta et al.[38] also
observed these composition variations in InAlN layers grown in metal-rich regime
on N-face.
Figure 2.3: In III-site distribution taken using APT in a plane perpendicular to
the growth direction. The InN mole fraction changes from 8% in the cores to 38%
along the intercolumn boundaries[4].
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Because of the large difference between InN and AlN bandgap and polarization,
such non-uniformity in InAlN composition could be a source of scattering leading
to degradation of the electron mobility in HEMT structures, and therefore, is not
desirable.
In this chapter we discuss the growth of N-face lattice-matched InAlN by
PAMBE in N-rich regime. By exploring different growth conditions, we were able
to achieve InAlN layers with relatevly uniform composition. Thereafter, we grew
N-face HEMT structures with lattice-matched InAlN as the back-barrier on SiC.
The result of DC and RF characterizations of these HEMTs are shown and dis-
cussed in this chapter.
2.2 Growth of Homogeneous Lattice-matched In-
AlN on Free-standing GaN Substrates
Samples were grown in a Varian Gen-II MBE system, equipped with conven-
tional thermal effusion cells for Al, Ga, and In sources and a Veeco Unibulb ra-
dio frequency (rf) plasma N source. The N source consisted of ultrahigh-purity
(99.9995%) N2 gas flowing at 0.3 SCCM through the rf-plasma source with 250 W
rf power which corresponded to a growth rate of 250 nm/hr for metal-rich GaN
layer. Samples used for structural studies were grown on commercial (0001¯) N-face
Free-Standing (FS) GaN substrates (Lumilog). All substrates were backside met-
allized with 500 nm of Ti for uniform thermal contact with the heater. Substrate
temperatures were measured by an optical pyrometer calibrated to the melting
point of Al.
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rrms = 1.47 nm rrms = 1.15 nm rrms = 0.43 nm
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.4: AFM images of InAlN layers grown at substrate temperature of (a)
480 °C (b) 500 °C (c) 520 °C.
In the first attempt, I grew a series of InAlN calibration samples, keeping In
and Al beam equivalent pressures (BEP) at constant values of 2.4 × 10−8, and
3.4 × 10−8Torr, respectively. It was determined From previous calibrations, that
the BEP of active N for the above-mentioned plasma conditions was 1.2 × 10−7
Torr. Therefore, the mentioned In and Al BEPs were low enough to assure N-rich
growth environment. The substrate temperature was varied from 480 °C to 520
°C to study its effect on InAlN composition and the surface morphology. High
resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) symmetric ω − 2θ scans were performed
across on-axis (0002) reflections using the triple-axis detector to characterize the
thickness and composition of the InAlN. According to Vegard’s law, the InAlN peak
lattice constant was assumed to change linearly with increasing InN mole fraction.
The InN mole fraction was measured to be approximately 15% on all three samples.
This confirms the fact that In desorption from surface is more or less constant in
this substrate temperature range. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images taken
on these three samples showed a clear improvement of surface morphology at higher
substrate temperatures (Fig. 2.4).
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FS GaN
100 nm GaN
20 nm In0.18Al0.82N
2 nm LT GaN
2 nm AlN interlayer
100 nm GaN 
capping layer
Figure 2.5: Schematic of InAlN/GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures grown on N-face
free-standing (FS) GaN for structural studies
The In and Al fluxes were optimized further at substrate temperature of 550
°C to obtain InAlN with 18% InN mole fraction. These BEPs were determined to
be 2.9× 10−8, and 3.2× 10−8 for In and Al, respectively. The coherency of InAlN
layer to GaN was confirmed by recording in HRXRD reciprocal space maps (RSMs)
around the asymmetric (101¯5) reflection in co-planar geometry on a sample with
70 nm thick InAlN grown on FS GaN.
Afterwards, the structure shown in Fig. 2.5 was grown for APT and TEM
studies. The structure grown for studying the material quality was designed to
be similar to the the HEMT structure. The growth was initiated by growing
a ~100 nm thick GaN buffer in Ga-rich conditions at a substrate temperature
of 700 ˚C to ensure a clean and smooth interface. The substrate temperature
was then decreased to 550 ˚C to grow the InAlN layer. The InAlN layer was
grown under N-rich conditions using above-mentioned fluxes resulting in a III/V
ratio ((fIn+fAl)/fN) of ~0.4 and fIn/(fAl+fIn) of ~0.2, where fN is the flux of active
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AlN
GaN
InAlN
GaN
Figure 2.6: HAADF image of the InAlN showing a uniform contrast. TEM per-
formed by Feng Wu.
nitrogen and fIn and fAl are the In and Al fluxes, respectively. This was followed
by growth of a thin (2 nm) GaN layer at low temperature to prevent the InAlN
layer from decomposing during the increase of the substrate temperature for the
subsequent growth of the AlN interlayer and the GaN channel (This is explained
in more details in next section). The sample was capped with 100 nm GaN to be
used as calibration for APT.
TEM samples were prepared by using FEI Helios 600 Dual Beam Focused Ion
Beam instrument. Cross-sectional TEM was carried out with a FEI Tecnai G2
Sphera Microscope, operated at 200 kV. APT of the InAlN region was performed
using a Cameca Local Electrode Atom Probe 3000X HR to investigate 3-D dis-
tribution of In. This technique combines time-of-flight measurement with point
projection imaging. The region of interest is strategically positioned at the top
of tapering tip approximately 50 nm in radius using a focused-ion-beam lift-out
technique. The specimen was cooled to a base temperature of 30 K, and a high
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voltage between 4 and 8 kV was applied. Simultaneous pulsing of Nd:YAG laser
(532 nm second harmonic and 120 ps pulse width) at 200 kHz with a pulse energy
of 0.02 nJ enabled controlled field evaporation of the atoms from the tip surface.
The ions follow the electric field lines and reach a position sensitive detector (called
the delay line detector) that records the x and y positions of the ions and their
time-of-flight. Atoms were successively removed at a rate of 0.008 atoms/pulse, and
the analysis was performed along the specimen axis. For the data reconstruction,
the specimen was modeled as a hemisphere on a truncated cone. Suitably chosen
reconstruction parameters de-magnify the detector coordinates of the ions to give
their specimen coordinates. The ion time-of-flight estimates the mass-to-charge
ratio. Details of the atom probe instrumentation and reconstruction algorithms
are discussed elsewhere[39].
To investigate the structural properties of lattice matched InAlN with GaN,
STEM studies were performed in cross-section orientation which is shown in Fig.
2.6. No composition modulation was observed in the InAlN layer as opposed to
previous results on samples grown by PAMBE reported in the literature[4, 38, 3, 2].
The relatively rough surface of the AlN interlayer in this particular sample was a
result of low temperature growth (700 °C). This issue was resolved later by keeping
the Ga shutter open while growing this layer. Ga acts as a surfactant on the surface
and reduces the energy barrier for Al atoms to diffuse on the surface[40].
Atom Probe analysis of this structure (Fig. 2.7) revealed that the In spatial
distribution follows that depicted from a random alloy-binomial distribution. The
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Figure 2.7: Proxigram map across the GaN/AlN/InAlN interfaces (b) 2D composi-
tional map of In in plane perpendicular to growth direction (c) APT reconstruction
of InAlN layer on N-face GaN by PAMBE. APT performed by Ravi Shivaraman.
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average In composition in the InAlN layer was measured to be ~27% which was
higher than the composition assumed by applying Vegard’s law to the high reso-
lution x-ray diffraction data (ω − 2θ scans) – i.e., we believe that this discrepancy
arises from the assumption that the lattice constants of InAlN is changing linearly
with InN mole fraction which makes analysis of XRD data inaccurate. Very little
In was found in the AlN layer, and a 1D-composition profile taken across the inter-
face indicates an Al content nearing 98% III-site in the AlN layer (Fig. 2.7). Note
that some of the elemental intermixing could be due to reconstruction artifacts
arising from the large evaporation field differences between GaN and AlN which is
most prominent at the center of the reconstruction. 1-D profiles from regions away
from the center reveal nearly 100 % AlN.
2.3 Protective thin GaN cap on InAlN
It was explained in the previous section that in order to grow the AlN interlayer
and GaN channel on top of InAlN in a HEMT structure, we need a thin GaN
cap to protect InAlN from decomposition. We further used X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) to study the necessity of GaN cap in protecting InAlN from
decomposition.
XPS is considered a non-destructive technique used to study the surface chem-
istry. In this technique photons with specific energy (Ephoton) are emitted toward
the surface to excite the electronic states of the atom. The kinetic energy of elec-
trons (Ekinetic) escaped from the surface is then measured by a detector. The
binding energy of electron is given by Eq. 2.1.
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Sample A Sample B Sample C
Ga % 0 15.71 1.29
In % 6.66 1.89 3.87
Al % 24.66 13.47 29.12
In/(In+Al+Ga) 21% 6% 11%
In/(In+Al) 21% 12% 11%
Table 2.1: Ga, In, and Al surface concentrations measured by XPS on three InAlN
samples. Sample A was cooled down right after growing InAlN layer. Sample B
was protected with Ga wet layer while increasing substrate temperature to 700 °C
for 10 minutes. Sample C had no protection while increasing substrate temperature
to 700 °C for 10 minutes.
Ebinding = Ephoton − (Ekinetic + Φ) (2.1)
Where Φ is an adjustable instrument correction factor related to the work func-
tion dependent on both detector and the material. XPS can be used to measure
the elemental composition of the material at the surface (depth less than 10 nm).
Moreover, if combined with ion beam etching, it is possible to measure the com-
position as a function of depth.
To study the necessity of GaN cap in protecting InAlN from decomposition
using XPS technique, three In0.18Al0.82N samples were grown on N-face GaN-on-
sapphire templates grown by MOCVD, as explained in the following.
Sample A: 10 nm of InAlN was grown at 550 °C. The growth was stopped right
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after InAlN, and the substrate was cooled down.
Sample B: 10 nm of InAlN was grown at 550 °C. A Ga wet later was maintained
on the surface during heating up substrate to 700 °C for 10 minutes. We made sure
that the excess Ga is desorbed from the surface before cooling down the substrate.
Sample C: 10 nm of InAlN was grown at 550 °C. Then, the sample was heated
up to 700 °C for 10 minutes without any protection, and then cooled down.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.8: AFM image of samples grown to study the necessity of having a thin
GaN on InAlN before heating up substrate to grow the other following layers in
the structure. (a) Sample A: 10 nm of InAlN was grown at 550 °C. The growth
was stopped right after InAlN, and the substrate was cooled down. (b) Sample
B: 10 nm of InAlN was grown at 550 °C. A Ga wet later was maintained on the
surface during heating up substrate to 700 °C for 10 minutes. We made sure that
the excess Ga is desorbed from the surface before cooling down the substrate. (c)
Sample C: 10 nm of InAlN was grown at 550 °C. Then, the sample was heated up
to 700 °C for 10 minutes without any protection, and then cooled down.
The atomic percentage of Ga, In, and Al measured by XPS is shown in table2.1.
Also, to compare the elemental composition of the layer, In to (In+Ga+Al) and In
to (In+Al) ratios are shown in this table. On sample A, no Ga peak was detected,
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and the InAlN composition was measured to be 21% InN mole fraction, which is
close to what was measured from XRD. The small difference could be related to
using Vegard’s law for exporting the composition from XRD data which makes
it inaccurate. On sample B, a large percentage of In atoms were replaced by Ga
atoms resulting in a quaternary material InGaAlN. XPS on sample C revealed
that heating substrate without any protection results in InAlN decomposition,
and, consequently, a lower InN mole fraction in InAlN layer. Fig. 2.8 shows the
AFM images on sample A, B, and C. It seems that Ga incorporation on sample B
resulted in a smoother surface.
2.4 N-face HEMT structures with InAlN back-
barrier on SiC
Using the same growth conditions for the InAlN layer, the HEMT structure shown
in Fig. 2.9 was grown directly on C-face of on-axis 6H-SiC. The growth was initi-
ated with an AlN layer grown with an Al/N flux ratio of 0.6 at 740 °C to reduce
threading dislocation density and followed by growth of a 600 nm thick GaN buffer
at 700 °C. The TDD, estimated from the rocking curve full widths at half maximum
of HRXRD ω-scans (∆ω) for the GaN (202¯1) reflection, was ~3×1010 cm-2. There-
after, a thin layer of Si doped GaN with a doping concentration of 1.5× 1019 cm-3
was grown, followed by 10 minutes interruption to decrease the substrate temper-
ature to 550 °C. After growth of 26 nm of In0.18Al0.82N, a thin GaN cap was grown
at the same substrate temperature, followed by an interruption to increase the sub-
strate temperature to 700 °C for the subsequent growth of AlN interlayer and the
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SiC
600 nm GaN buffer
20 nm In0.18Al0.82N
2 nm LT GaN
2 nm AlN interlayer
20 nm GaN channel
50 nm AlN
GaN:1×1019 cm-3 Si
Figure 2.9: Schematic of InAlN/GaN/AlN/GaN HEMT structure grown on C-face
SiC for 2DEG mobility studies and HEMT fabrication. There is a Si delta-doped
with 1.5× 1019 cm-3 concentration at the back of barrier.
GaN channel. It has been shown before that 2 nm AlN between the alloy barrier
and GaN channel is critical to achieve high 2DEG mobility[36]. A Ga-wet layer
was maintained at the surface during increasing substrate temperature by opening
and closing Ga shutter while monitoring the RHEED intensity. Keeping this Ga
wet-layer is necessary to prevent incorporation of impurities at the interface.
In this series, the thickness of doping layer was varied, keeping everything
else unaltered, to study the effect of 2DEG charge density on its mobility. A
representative AFM image of one of these HEMT structures grown on SiC is shown
in Fig. 2.10, The device wafer was diced into 7 mm ×7 mm square pieces for Hall
measurement in Van der Pauw geometry. The 2DEG charge density, mobility and
sheet resistance for three different doped layer thicknesses are reported in table2.2.
2DEG mobilities measured for the charge density of 2.4× 1013 and 2.7× 1013 were
similar. Whereas, a significant mobility reduction was observed for a 2DEG charge
density of 2.9× 1013.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: Representative (a)5 × 5 μm2 and (b) 2 × 2 μm2 AFM images of the
HEMT structure grown on C-face SiC as shown in Fig.2.9. The surface has a
flower-like morphology with an rms roughness of 0.9 nm in a 2× 2 μm2 area.
doping thickness charge density
(cm-2)
mobility
(cm2/Vs)
sheet resistance
(Ω/2)
4 nm 2.4× 1013 786 332
6 nm 2.7× 1013 800 290
8 nm 2.9× 1013 635 339
Table 2.2: 2DEG Charge density, mobility, and sheet resistance in N-face HEMT
structures with In0.18Al0.82N as backbarrier grown on C-face SiC.
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Figure 2.11: (a) DC current-voltage (IV) and (b) Extrinsic conductance as a func-
tion of gate voltage for different Drain voltages measured on of the HEMT structure
shown in Fig. 2.9
A 5 nm-thick MOCVD SiN layer was deposited on the sample before fabricating
HEMTs on it. The thin SiN layer protects the N-face surface from being etched
in the developer, acts as the dielectric under the gate, and helps passivating the
surface. The epilayer was then processed into HEMT structures. A Ti/Al/Ni/Au
(20/120/30/50 nm) multilayer stack, annealed at 820 ˚C for 30s in N2, was used for
the Ohmic source and drain contacts. Mesas were formed with BCl3/Cl2 reactive
ion etching. Ni/Au/Ni (30/250/50 nm) was used as the gate metallization. The
HEMTs were 2×75 μm wide with a nominal gate length of 0.7 μm, a gate-source
spacing of 0.3 μm, and a gate-drain spacing of 0.9 μm. The HEMTs showed a DC
drain current (ID) of 0.7 A/mm with a soft pinch-off at VG= -9 V, and maximum
Gm of 150 mS/mm (Fig. 2.11).
Pulsed IV measurements, with 80 ns, and 200 ns periods, were also performed
on a HEMT with a nominal gate length of 0.7 μm, a gate-source spacing of 0.5
μm, and a gate-drain spacing of 2 μm. These measurements revealed higher pulsed
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(a) (b)Dark current UV
Vgs= -1 to -9 V, ΔVgs = -2 V
Figure 2.12: 200 ns (filled circles) and 80 ns (filled triangular) pulsed current and
DC current (lines) for a HEMT with a nominal gate length of 0.7 μm, a gate-source
spacing of 0.5 μm, and a gate-drain spacing of 2 μm, measured (a) in dark (b) under
UV. Measurements performed by Matthew Guidry.
current than DC current (anti-dispersion), as illustrated in Fig. 2.12. 80 ns pulsed
current is always larger than the DC current, whereas 200 ns pulsed current is
larger than DC current for gate voltages (VG) lower than -4V, and smaller than
DC current for VG higher than -4V. The IV curve measured under UV and dark
conditions look almost identical.
2.5 Improvement of the quality of AlN layer us-
ing Ga as surfactant
As can be observed in Fig. 2.6, the AlN interlayer in the HEMT structure series
with different doping was relatively rough. The reason is that Al adatoms have low
mobility on the surface. Therefore, the substrate temperature needed to achieve
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SiC
600 nm GaN:C
20 nm In0.18Al0.82N
2 nm LT GaN
2 nm AlN interlayer
20 nm GaN channel
50 nm AlN
200 nm UID GaN
Figure 2.13: Schematic of InAlN/GaN/AlN/GaN HEMT structure grown on C-
face SiC for 2DEG mobility studies and HEMT fabrication purpose. The buffer is
C-doped to compensate the unintentionally incorporated donors (oxygen).
high quality AlN layer is higher (800 °C) than that needed for GaN (700 °C).
However, growing AlN interlayer at 800 °C requires a growth interruption at AlN-
GaN interface (right where the 2DEG forms) to reduce substrate temperature
for growing the subsequent GaN channel. Growth interruption usually results in
impurity incorporation, and is not desirable especially where the 2DEG forms. The
other option is to grow AlN at the same temperature as GaN while keeping Ga on
the surface as surfactant to improve Al adatoms mobility. Ga-N bond energy (2.28
eV) is lower than Al-N bond energy (2.92 eV), which makes it more preferential
for N atoms to bond with Al adatoms. Therefore, if there are enough Al atoms
to consume all the active N, Ga adatoms only remain on the surface and can be
desorbed at the end of growth.
The structure shown in Fig. 2.13, was grown on C-face of SiC. The concentra-
tion of unintentionally incorporated oxygen in the GaN buffer layer is sensitive to
the MBE chamber purity condition, and may be sometimes higher than expected
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Figure 2.14: Temperature dependence of the 2DEG mobility and sheet charge
density for GaN/AlN/GaN/InAlN HEMT structure grown on C-face of SiC.
when the chamber is contaminated. As oxygen is a shallow donor, high oxygen
concentration in the buffer layer results in unexpected high charge density in the
channel. To avoid this, we developed a C-doped buffer. In this design, there is a
600 nm-thick C-doped GaN layer with C concentration of 5 × 1018 cm-3, followed
by 200 nm UID GaN. The rest of the structure was grown as explained in the
previous section. Note that there is no Si-doping at the backside of the barrier in
this structure.
The device wafer was diced into 7 mm ×7 mm square pieces for Hall measure-
ment in Van der Pauw geometry. Annealed In contacts were formed at the corners
of the square pieces for Hall measurement. Fig. 2.14 shows the temperature de-
pendence of the 2DEG mobility and sheet charge density. A 2DEG mobility and
sheet charge density of 1100 cm2/Vs and 1.9×1013 cm-2 were recorded at room
temperature, respectively, which corresponds to a sheet resistance of 299 Ω/2.
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Figure 2.15: (a) DC current-voltage (IV) measurement of the
GaN/InAlN/GaN/AlN/GaN HEMT grown on C-face SiC substrate. (b)
Extrinsic conductance as a function of gate voltage for different Drain voltages
measured on the GaN/InAlN/GaN/AlN/GaN HEMT grown on C-face SiC
substrate.
The epilayer was then processed into HEMT structures using the same recipe
explained in the previous section. The HEMTs were 2×75 μm wide with a nominal
gate length of 0.7 μm, a gate-source spacing of 0.3 μm, and a gate-drain spacing
of 0.9 μm. The HEMTs showed a DC drain current (ID) of 1.19 A/mm with a
soft pinch-off at VG= -2.5 V (Fig. 2.15a) and maximum Gm of 760 mS/mm (Fig.
2.15b).
Comparing this results with the one demonstrated in the previous section, These
HEMTs have surprisingly large Gm, which is unexpected for the above-mentioned
gate length, and channel thickness. The pinch off voltage is also unexpectedly
small for such high charge density. S-parameter measurements were performed to
extract the RF Gm. The results shown in Fig. 2.16 revealed that maximum RF
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Figure 2.16: RF Gm and DC Gm measured for a HEMT with gate width and
length of 100 μm and 0.7 μm, respectively, and Lgs and Lgd of 0.3 μm and 1 μm,
respectively.
Gm is less than half of maximum DC Gm.
Comparing the DC characteristics along with the RF Gmon the HEMT with Si
delta-doping, discussed in the previous section, with those without Si delta-doping,
discussed in this section, we speculate that the unexpected high DC Gm on HEMT
without Si-delta doping could be attributed to the hole traps at the backside of
InAlN backbarrier. However, making a rigorous conclusion needs further studies.
2.6 Summary
In conclusion, N-face InAlN with homogeneous alloy composition was demon-
strated using PAMBE in the N-rich regime. The elimination of the columnar
microstructure previously observed in N-rich PAMBE-grown InAlN layers was
achieved through increases in the growth temperature and fIn/(fAl+ fIn). A RT
2DEG mobility of 1100 cm2 /Vs and sheet charge density of 1.9 × 1013 cm-2 were
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measured in an N-face GaN/AlN/GaN/InAlN heterostructure, and N-face HEMTs
with lattice-matched InAlN back barriers were fabricated. These N-face HEMTs
exhibited a maximum drain current of 1.19 A/mm and a high DC transconductance
of 760 mS/mm.
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Chapter 3
Growth of Lattice-matched InAlN
on vicinal substrates
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we presented growth of N-face GaN/AlN/GaN/InAlN
HEMT directly on on-axis SiC substrates by PAMBE. A 2DEG charge density of
1.9 × 1013 cm-2 and a reasonably high mobility of 1100 cm2/Vs were demonstrated
with these structures[41]. However, the threading dislocation density (TDD) of
GaN grown directly on SiC by PAMBE is two orders of magnitude higher (~2 ×
1010 cm-2) than GaN grown by MOCVD on SiC or sapphire (~5 × 108 cm-2)[36].
This high TDD can severely degrade the 2DEG mobility, especially at lower 2DEG
sheet densities[36]. In this work, we studied the growth of N-face GaN-based
HEMT structures with InAlN backbarriers on MOCVD-grown GaN templates that
had a TDD of ~5 × 108 cm-2.
It has been shown that the growth of N-face GaN on on-axis substrates (both
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homoepitaxially and heteroepitaxially) by MOCVD results in the formation of large
hexagonal hillocks[5]. Hence, high-quality semi-insulating GaN buffers grown by
MOCVD exist only on vicinal substrates[5]. Although a 2˚ miscut toward sapphire
< 112¯0 > was shown to be sufficient to eliminate hillocks, larger miscut angles (3˚
and 4˚) were shown to be more reliable. The inclination to form higher multisteps
increases with increasing miscut angle[42]. Therefore, there is a trade-off between
eliminating hillocks and higher multisteps. For this reason, sapphire substrates
with only 4˚ miscuts are usually used to grow N-face GaN-based structures by
MOCVD. GaN grown on sapphire substrates with a 4˚ miscut towards sapphire
< 112¯0 > exhibits a-direction steps that are 4 monolayers in height[5, 43]. These
vicinal MOCVD-grown GaN-on-sapphire substrates with 4˚ miscuts were used for
the PAMBE growths presented in this study.
In the following sections, the growth and electrical characterization of GaN/
AlN/GaN/In0.18Al0.82N structures on vicinal substrates are presented and dis-
cussed. Thereafter, we study the effects of growth conditions on the quality of
the InAlN layers grown on vicinal GaN-on-sapphire substrates. Following that,
we report on the electrical characterization of 2DEGs in HEMT structures with
double backbarriers, including In0.18Al0.82N and Al0.57Ga0.43N.
3.2 Growth and measurement instrumentation
All samples were grown in a Varian Gen-II MBE system, equipped with con-
ventional thermal effusion cells for Al, Ga, and In sources and a Veeco Unibulb
radio frequency (rf) plasma source. The N source consisted of ultrahigh-purity
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(99.9995%) N2 gas flowing at 0.7 SCCM through the rf-plasma source with 250 W
rf power, which corresponded to a growth rate of 270 nm/hr for metal-rich GaN
layers. All substrates were backside metallized with 500 nm of Ti for uniform ther-
mal coupling with the heater. Substrate temperatures were measured by an optical
pyrometer calibrated to the melting point of Al. All samples were grown on vicinal
semi-insulating GaN templates with 4˚ miscut along GaN < 101¯0 >. InAlN layers
were characterized with high-resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) using Cu Kα
radiation in a PANalytical X’pert Pro MRD. X’pert Epitaxy software was then
used to calculate the InN mole fraction of the layer by fitting ω − 2θ scans of the
GaN (0002) reflection. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to characterize
the surface morphology of the samples. STEM specimens were extracted using
an FEI Helios 600 Dual Beam Focused Ion Beam instrument. Cross-sectional and
plan-view STEM was carried out with an FEI Titan FEG Microscope, operated at
300 kV.
3.3 HEMT structures with InAlN as the back-
barrier
HEMT structures (Fig. 6.2) with different InAlN thicknesses were grown. The
InAlN layer in these structures was grown at 550 ˚C, using In and Al beam equiv-
alent pressures (BEPs) of 2.9 × 10-8 and 3.2 × 10-8 Torr, respectively. It was
demonstrated in previous chapter that InAlN layers grown on on-axis (nominally
singular surface) substrates, using the aforementioned growth conditions, have uni-
form composition[41]. The growth was initiated with a 400-nm-thick C-doped (~1
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× 1018 cm-3) GaN layer to compensate for residual Si at the regrowth interface.
Because of Si accumulation on the surface of the GaN template, as a consequence
of its exposure to the air, there is a high concentration of Si (~1 × 1019 cm-3) incor-
porated at the regrowth interface. Si is a shallow donor in GaN. C is a deep-level
trap[44] or compensating accepter[45] in GaN. Therefore, a thick layer of C-doped
GaN is necessary to achieve a semi-insulating GaN buffer. This was followed by the
growth of a 50-nm-thick unintentionally-doped (UID) GaN layer. Both C-doped
and UID GaN layers were grown in the metal-rich regime at 700 ˚C[6]. Thereafter,
the growth was interrupted for 10 min to decrease the substrate temperature to
550 ˚C to grow the In0.18Al0.82N layer, which was followed immediately by 2 nm
of GaN grown at the same temperature (LT GaN). This LT GaN interlayer is nec-
essary to prevent decomposition of the InAlN layer while increasing the substrate
temperature. The substrate temperature was then increased to 700 ˚C during
a second growth interruption. To suppress impurity accumulation on the growth
surface, a layer of liquid Ga was maintained on the surface as the substrate temper-
ature was increased[46]. A 2-nm-thick interlayer of pure AlN[37] and 20-nm-thick
GaN channel were then grown subsequently at 700˚C.
From secondary ion mass spectroscopy that was performed on our samples, the
O concentrations in the N-face GaN and InAlN layers were 5×1016 cm-3 and 1×1018
cm-3, respectively. The higher O concentration in the InAlN layer is likely related
to the high AlN content. The O concentrations of these layers were similar to those
that were measured in Ga-face GaN and InAlN grown by PAMBE.
Transmission line measurement (TLM) and van der Pauw patterns were fab-
ricated using optical lithography. To provide Ohmic contacts, metal stacks of
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic of N-face GaN/AlN/GaN/InAlN/GaN HEMT structures
grown on vicinal GaN-on-sapphire substrates with 4° miscuts along GaN< 101¯0 >,
showing substrate temperatures (Tsub). The growth was interrupted twice. During
the first interruption, the substrate temperature was decreased before growth of
InAlN layer. During the second interruption, the substrate temperature was in-
creased to grow the AlN interlayer and the GaN channel. (b) Band diagram of the
structure shown in part (a) with a 10-nm-thick InAlN layer.
(a) (b)
InAlN
GaN
InAlN
GaNGrowth direction
Figure 3.2: STEM images of (a) 7.5-nm-thick and (b) 25-nm-thick InAlN layers in
N-face GaN/AlN/InAlN/GaN HEMT structures grown on vicinal GaN-on-sapphire
substrates.
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InAlN thickness 7.5 nm 16 nm 25 nm
ns (cm-2) 1.1×1013 1.1×1013 1.5×1013
µ|| (cm2/Vs) 1850 1495 1490
R2,|| (Ω/2) 307 380 445
µ⊥ (cm2/Vs) 1721 1273 816
R2,⊥ (Ω/2) 330 446 510
Table 3.1: Charge density (ns), mobility (µ||, µ⊥), and sheet resistance
(R ,||, R ,⊥) in parallel and perpendicular directions to the steps in N-face
GaN/AlN/GaN/InAlN/GaN HEMT structures with different InAlN layer thick-
nesses grown on vicinal GaN template.
Ti/Al/Ni/Au (200/1200/300/500 Å) were deposited by e-beam evaporation and
then annealed at 820 ˚C in an N2 environment for 30 s. Mesa isolation was per-
formed with a BCl3/Cl2 reactive ion etch.
The electrical measurements of HEMT structures grown on vicinal substrates
by MOCVD have revealed different electron transport characteristics parallel and
perpendicular to the steps[47]. The sheet resistances measured on TLM patterns
fabricated perpendicular to the steps are higher than those measured on TLM
patterns fabricated parallel to the steps. Hence, to measure the electron mobility
parallel and perpendicular to the steps, TLM patterns were fabricated in both
directions. TLMs were used to determine the 2DEG sheet resistance parallel and
perpendicular to the steps, whereas Hall measurements on van der Pauw patterns
provided the 2DEG sheet density. Using the values for 2DEG charge density (ns)
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Figure 3.3: AFM images of InAlN layers grown at substrate temperatures of (a)
630 °C, (b) 600 °C, (c) 570 °C, and (d) 550 °C with fixed In and Al BEPs. The
sample grown at 630 °C was cracked due to excess tensile stress in the AlN layer.
and parallel (perpendicular) sheet resistance (Rsh), the 2DEG mobility (μ) in the
parallel (perpendicular) direction was obtained using Eq. 3.1.
µ = 1/(ensRsh) (3.1)
The charge density, mobility and the sheet resistance in both parallel and per-
pendicular directions on each structure are reported in table 3.1. By increasing
the In0.18Al0.82N thickness from 7.5 to 16 nm, the mobility dropped significantly,
whereas the charge density remained the same. To understand the reason for de-
creased mobility with increased In0.18Al0.82N thickness, cross-sectional STEM was
performed on the samples with 7.5- and 25-nm-thick In0.18Al0.82N, as shown in
Fig. 3.2. The surface of the 7.5-nm-thick In0.18Al0.82N was smooth, and no lat-
eral composition variation was observed. With the 25-nm-thick In0.18Al0.82N layer,
however, step bunching was evident, and there was lateral variation in the composi-
tion of the InAlN layer. This phenomenon has been previously reported in InGaAs
layers grown on vicinal substrates[48, 49, 50]. Hiramoto et al.[50] attributed the
step bunching and lateral composition variation to differences in the tendencies of
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group-III adatoms to attach to kink or step sites and differences in their diffusion
lengths.
3.4 Variation of InAlN growth conditions
We then explored the effects of substrate temperature on step bunching and lateral
variation in the InAlN composition. The growth of samples used for structural
studies was initiated with a 100-nm-thick UID GaN layer grown in Ga-rich regime
at 700 ˚C. The substrate temperature was then decreased to grow the InAlN layer.
In series A, In and Al BEPs of 2.9 × 10-8 and 3.2 × 10-8 Torr, respectively, were
fixed, and the substrate temperature was varied from 550 ˚C to 630 ˚C. In, Al,
and N shutters were kept open for 30 min on all samples to grow the InAlN layer.
AFM images of these samples are shown in Fig. 3.3. A smoother surface was
achieved by increasing the substrate temperature. The In incorporation, however,
decreased at higher substrate temperatures and reached only 12% in the sample
grown at 600 ˚C. In was not incorporated in the sample grown at 630˚C which
resulted in cracking due to excess tensile stress in the AlN layer. Accordingly, the
In BEP was optimized to achieve lattice-matched InAlN. For this purpose, multiple
samples were grown with different In BEP, while the substrate temperature and
the Al BEP were fixed at 600 ˚C and 3.2 × 10-8 Torr, respectively. An InAlN
layer with an InN mole fraction of 0.18 was achieved at a substrate temperature of
600 ˚C with an In BEP of 4.5 × 10-8 Torr.
Cross-sectional STEM images were recorded near both the ~a (GaN < 112¯0 >)
and the ~m (GaN< 101¯0 >) directions on this sample to inspect the uniformity and
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Figure 3.4: (a) cross-sectional STEM of the a-plane reveals InAlN composition
variation in the lateral direction and step-bunching. As demonstrated in the inset,
the fluctuations in the composition originate from the step edges and move toward
the surface. (b) Cross-sectional STEM of the m-plane reveals uniform composition
along m planes. TEM performed by Feng Wu.
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Figure 3.5: Plan-view STEM shows that the Al-rich regions form along GaN <
112¯0 > in meandering lines. TEM performed by Feng Wu.
quality of InAlN layer (Fig. 3.4a and 3.4b). As illustrated in Fig. 3.4a, there is
a lateral variation in InAlN composition along GaN< 101¯0 > (perpendicular to
the steps). Moreover, step bunches with step height as high as 6 nm were formed.
On the contrary, the cross-sectional STEM image of the m-plane (parallel to the
steps) revealed a smooth InAlN layer with relatively uniform composition. From
the plan-view STEM, shown in Fig. 3.5, we can see that the AlN-rich regions in the
InAlN layer form along GaN < 112¯0 > in a meandering shape. Therefore, these
composition variations affect the mobility not only in the direction perpendicular
to the steps, but also parallel to them.
3.5 HEMT Structures with Double Backbarriers
InAlN grown on vicinal substrates was uniform and smooth for thicknesses lower
than ~10 nm. In the next step, the InAlN thickness was limited to only 7.5 nm.
However, charge density higher than ~1 × 1013 cm-2 is not achievable with only
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Figure 3.6: (a) Schematic of N-face GaN/AlN/AlGaN/GaN/InAlN/GaN HEMT
structures grown on vicinal GaN-on-sapphire substrates with 4° miscuts along GaN
< 101¯0 >, showing substrate temperatures (Tsub). The growth was interrupted
three times. During the first interruption, the substrate temperature was decreased
before growth of InAlN layer. During the second interruption, the substrate tem-
perature was increased to grow the AlGaN barrier. During the third interruption,
the Al cell temperature was increased to grow the following AlN interlayer. (b)
Band diagram of the structure shown in part (a) with 3-nm-thick AlGaN layer.
7.5-nm-thick In0.18Al0.82N. Therefore, a double backbarrier, combining InAlN and
AlGaN[51], was designed to achieve higher charge densities in the channel.
A series of HEMT structures (Fig. 3.6) with different Al0.57Ga0.43N thicknesses
were grown. TLM and van der paw Hall patterns were fabricated on the sam-
ples as described in the previous sections. The mobility and sheet resistance in
the parallel and perpendicular directions and the charge density on each sam-
ple is reported in Table 3.2. The 2DEG charge density increased by increasing
Al0.57Ga0.43N thickness from 0 to 5 nm, as expected from the simulations per-
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AlGaN thickness 0 nm 3 nm 5 nm 7 nm
ns (cm-2) 1.1×1013 1.3×1013 2.0×1013 2.0×1013
µ|| (cm2/Vs) 1850 1830 1220 1360
R2,|| (Ω/2) 307 262 256 230
µ⊥ (cm2/Vs) 1721 1268 900 1034
R2,⊥ (Ω/2) 330 379 347 302
Table 3.2: Charge density (ns), mobility (µ||, µ⊥), and sheet resistance
(R ,||, R ,⊥) in parallel and perpendicular directions to the steps in N-face
GaN/AlN/AlGaN/GaN/InAlN/GaN HEMT structures with different AlGaN layer
thicknesses grown on vicinal GaN template.
formed using BandEng[52]. Although the 2DEG charge density remained constant
on samples with 5- and 7-nm-thick Al0.57Ga0.43N layers, the 2DEG mobility slightly
improved on the latter one. The reason for this improvement is not well under-
stood, and may just be a result of unintentional variations from sample to sample.
Therefore, Using 7-nm-thick AlGaN layer, we were able to attain a sheet resistance
of 230 Ω/2 which is lower than the values previously reported on N-face GaN-based
HEMTs grown by MBE[?].
3.6 Summary
In summary, we showed that N-face InAlN layers grown by PAMBE on vicinal
substrates remain smooth and have uniform composition up to a critical thickness
(~10 nm). After reaching this critical thickness, step bunching was evident and
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lateral InAlN composition variations arose along the direction perpendicular to
the steps. These lateral composition variations degrade the mobility of 2DEG
in HEMT structures with thick InAlN backbarriers. After designing a double
backbarrier (In0.18Al0.82N (7.5 nm)/ Al0.57Ga0.43N (7 nm)), we were able to achieve
a high 2DEG charge density of 2.0× 1013 cm-2 with a mobility of 1360 cm2/Vs.
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Chapter 4
Modeling of 2DEG mobility in
HEMT structures
4.1 Introduction
In recent years, GaN-based high-frequency HEMT structures have attracted much
attention due to their high frequency and high power handling capabilities[24, 21].
As discussed in previous chapters, N-Face HEMTs structures have several advan-
tages over the traditional Ga-Face devices. The inverted polarity of N-face means
that the 2DEG is induced by the back-barrier, rather than the top barrier like
in Ga-Face. To maintain a sufficient 2DEG density in either orientation, either a
relatively thick Al(In)GaN or a very high Al composition Al(In)GaN charge in-
ducing barrier layer is required. Because this barrier layer is located above the
2DEG (towards the surface) in Ga-Face HEMTs, a trade-off exists between the
charge density and the degree to which the barrier layer can be scaled [53]. This
trade-off is absent in N-Face devices, allowing aggressive scaling of the transistor
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dimensions while maintaining a sufficiently high 2DEG density [33, 51]. The nat-
ural back-barrier in N-Face HEMTs improves the 2DEG confinement and leads to
both lower output conductance and better pinch-off as well.
Two good measures of the device quality concerning the power loss in power
switch and high frequency switch applications are Huang material figure of merit
(HMFOM = Ec
√
µ), and Baliga high-frequency figure of merit (BHFFOM =
µ.E2c .V
1/2
G /2V
1/5
B ), respectively, which shows that for any fixed material system,
power loss reduces by increasing the mobility (µ) of the 2DEG.[54] Therefore, it
is very important to understand the source of scattering mechanisms which affect
the 2DEG mobility. Although, the 2DEG mobility in Ga-face HEMT structures
has been studied extensively[55, 56, 57, 58], few works has been published on cal-
culations of 2DEG mobility in N-face HEMT structure[59, 60].
It has been observed previously that decreasing channel thickness[33, 59] or
applying reverse bias[60] to the gate results in a reduction of the 2DEG density
in addition to lowering 2DEG mobility, which combine to give significantly higher
sheet resistance. Brown et al.[60] attributed the reduction in mobility with in-
creasing reverse gate bias in N-Face HEMT structures to alloy scattering. Their
calculations revealed that by applying higher gate reverse bias, the electric field
in the channel increases significantly, which leads to further penetration of 2DEG
wavefunction into the alloy backbarrier, and larger alloy scattering rate. In a sep-
arate work Singessiti et al.[59] attributed the 2DEG mobility reduction in N-face
HEMT structure caused by decreasing the channel thickness to larger interface
roughness scattering. Our calculations, discussed in this chapter, show that de-
creasing the channel thickness or increasing the gate reverse bias in N-face HEMTs
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increases interface roughness and alloy scattering rates, however this increase is
not significant enough to explain the severe reduction in 2DEG mobility seen at
room temperature. We propose charged trap states at the GaN-AlGaN interface
[61, 62] as the scattering mechanism responsible for the large reduction in mobility
seen with decreasing channel thickness and/or increasing reverse gate bias.
In this chapter, we first discuss the procedure we used to calculate the 2DEG
wavefunction needed for scattering rate calculations. Thereafter, we discuss mobil-
ity limit associated with each of the conventional scattering mechanisms for N-face
HEMT structures at room temperature. The 2DEG mobility, considering the con-
ventional scattering mechanisms, is then calculated as a function of gate reverse
bias and channel thickness in N-face HEMTs. Two new scattering mechanisms
(surface state dipoles and charged interface state) are then discussed. Thereafter,
the 2DEG mobility at room temperature, considering all scattering mechanisms,
is calculated as a function of channel thickness and the gate reverse bias.
4.2 Procedure
We used the Born approximation to calculate the matrix elements of each perturb-
ing potential[63, 59]. For an accurate evaluation of the scattering rates, the finite
extent of the 2DEG perpendicular to its plane must be accounted for. The Fang-
Howard variational wavefunction has been used for this purpose in the past[60].
However, this method does not consider the wavefunction penetration into the
barrier. Thus, it is not a suitable approximation for the calculation of interface
roughness or alloy disorder scattering. For this reason, a modified version of the
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic and (b) band diagram of a typical N-face HEMT struc-
ture with AlGaN as the backbarrier. All the 2DEG mobility calculations shown in
this chapter were performed for this structure.
Fang-Howard variational wavefunction has been developed, which is given in Eq.
4.1.
Ψ(z) = M exp
(
κbz
2
)
z < 0
Ψ(z) = NC (z + z0)a exp
(
− bz2
)
z > 0
(4.1)
Here, parameters b, κb, z0, M , and a are commonly derived analytically using
variational approximation of ground state and considering the normalization con-
dition and continuity of wavefunction and its derivative at the interface between
GaN channel and AlGaN barrier, and are given by the following relations
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κb =
2
√
2m∗(∆EC−E0)
~
z0 = 2aκb+b
N =
√
κb
κbe
bz0+C2z2a0
M = NZza0
b =
(
4em∗F (VG)(2a+1)(2a−1)
~2
)1/3
(4.2)
where m∗, e, and F (VG) are electron effective mass, electron charge, and electric
field in the channel. C =
√
b2a+1
Γ(2a+1) is a normalization constant. This approximation
is not always accurate either. For example, in AlGaN/GaN heterostructures with
Al content as high as 6% , the ground state energy level calculated from this method
is above the barrier, which results in an imaginary value for κb. An imaginary value
for κb, intuitively means that 2DEG is not confined in the channel which is not
consistent with the result obtained from BandEng[52](a self-consistent Schrödinger-
Poisson solver).
Brown et al. used Eq.4.1 to calculate the 2DEG wavefunction formed in N-face
HEMT structures under various gate reverse biases. They estimated F (VG) using
Poisson equation, while assuming that it is safe to ignore Schrodinger correction.
This resulted in an exaggeration of the effect of reverse bias on the electric field
variation in the channel. Particularly, their approach overestimated the penetration
of 2DEG into the barrier, and consequently, the effect of alloy scattering on the
2DEG mobility. Therefore, they attributed the 2DEG mobility reduction caused
by applying negative gate voltage to larger alloy scattering rate.
In this work, instead of using the above-mentioned approximation, we employed
BandEng to obtain the exact wavefunction. The HEMT structure that the 2DEG
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Figure 4.2: (a) 2DEG wavefunction along with the band diagram near the channel,
and (b) charge density for the HEMT structure shown in Fig. 4.1a for different
reverse biases applied to the gate.
mobility calculations were performed for, along with its band diagram are demon-
strated in Figs. 4.1a and 4.1b. Fig.4.2a and Fig.4.3a show the 2DEG wave-function,
extracted from BandEng, near the channel in the N-face HEMT structure shown in
Fig.4.1a for different gate voltages and different channel thicknesses, respectively.
As illustrated in these figures, the wavefunction penetration into the barrier does
not change significantly with increasing reverse bias (for a channel thickness of 20
nm) or reducing channel thickness (for gate bias of 0 V). Moreover, the electric field
in the region where 2DEG forms remains more or less unchanged in both cases.
The 2DEG charge density (ns), however, reduces by increasing the gate reverse
bias, or decreasing channel thickness (figures 4.2b and 4.3b).
Using the wavefunction exported from BandEng, the 2DEG mobility was cal-
culated through the Boltzmann transport equation in the relaxation time approx-
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imation. We included different scattering mechanisms, namely the scattering from
interface roughness, ionized background impurities, acoustic deformations, opti-
cal phonons, charged dislocations, alloy disorder, surface state dipole, and inter-
face states. After calculating the limiting mobility for each scattering mechanism,
Matthies-sen rule was then applied to combine their influences and calculate the
total 2DEG mobility.
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Figure 4.3: (a) 2DEG wavefunction along with the band diagram near the channel,
and (b) charge density for the HEMT structure shown in Fig. 4.1a for different
channel thicknesses.
4.3 Conventional Scattering mechanisms
4.3.1 Phonon scattering
Phonons scatter electrons through coupling to both deformation as well as piezo-
electric potentials in polar materials. In GaN HEMTs polar optical phonon scatter-
ing is typically the dominant scattering mechanism at room temperature. However,
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polar acoustic phonon (known as piezoelectric scattering) is negligible in compar-
ison to the acoustic deformation potential scattering. Further, although acoustic
phonons have both longitudinal and transverse components, the transverse mode
can be ignored safely as it is much weaker than the longitudinal mode. Therefore,
we only include polar optical phonon and acoustic deformation potential in our
calculations.
The relaxation time approximation is only applicable to describe elastic scat-
tering events, whereas phonon scattering is an inelastic mechanism. Regardless,
since the acoustic phonon energy is very low, it can still be assumed as a source of
elastic scattering, and the scattering rate can be defined as the following
1
τAC
= 3m
∗ba2ckBT
16ρv2s~3
(4.3)
where ρ, vs, and ac are mass density, sound velocity, and the deformation potential
of GaN. kB is the Boltzman constant. The electron mobility at room temperature
limited only by acoustic deformation potential scattering was calculated for various
gate reverse biases, and channel thicknesses in Figs. 4.4a and 4.4b, respectively.
The acoustic phonon scattering rate increases by decreasing charge density. This
dependence manifests itself through parameter b in Eq. 4.3.
On the contrary, optical phonons in GaN have high energy (90 meV). In 1993,
Gelmont et al.[64] introduced an analytical approach to calculate optical phonon
momentum relaxation time in the case of wide bandgap semiconductors, such as
GaN, for which optical phonon energy is much larger than kBT . In these kinds
of semiconductors, because the optical phonon energy is much larger than the
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Figure 4.4: 2DEG mobility limited only by acoustic deformation potential scat-
tering at room temperature in N-face HEMT structure shown in Fig. 4.1a for (a)
different gate voltages, and (b) channel thicknesses
electron’s thermal energy (even at room temperature), the probability for phonon
absorption is much higher than phonon emission. Therefore, the momentum re-
laxation time can be calculated considering only phonon absorption. Moreover, in
1994[65], it was shown by the same authors that when sub-band levels are close
to each other (the difference is smaller than optical phonon energy), the scattering
rate of optical phonon in 2DEG can be estimated using the scattering rate of opti-
cal phonon in the bulk as shown in Eq.4.4. This is specifically true for GaN since
optical phonons have relatively large energy in this material system.
µ
OP
= 4piκ
∗ε0~
3eNm∗
(
2~
m∗ω0 (1 + ~ω0/Eg)
)1/2 I2(kBTEg )
I1(kBTEg )
(4.4)
Where e and m∗ are the electron charge, and effective mass, respectively. N
is the phonon Plank function. ~ω0 is the optical phonon energy. κ∗ is the di-
electric constant given by 1/κ∗ = 1/κ∞ − 1/κ0. I1 (γ) and I2 (γ) are related to
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nonparabolicity and are given by the following relations
I1 (γ) =
´
(1 + 2γx)
√
x (1 + γx) exp (−x) dx
I2 (γ) =
´
[x (1 + γx)]3/2 (1 + 2γx)−1 exp (−x) dx.
(4.5)
Using the above relations, the electron mobility limited by optical phonon was
calculated to be 2400 cm2/Vs for bulk GaN, which was also used for 2DEG mobility
calculation done in this work. This means that optical phonon scattering in GaN-
based HEMT structures does not depend on channel thickness or reverse gate bias,
and, therefore, charge density (in the range between 2×1012cm-2 and 2×1013cm-2,
that we are interested in).
Before proceeding with other scattering mechanisms, it is worth noting at
the room temperature electron mobility in an ideal GaN-based HEMT structure
where all the scattering mechanism are absent, and the 2DEG mobility is lim-
ited only by the crystal vibrations (acoustic and optical phonons). In that case,
the 2DEG mobility at room temperature is 1745 cm2/Vs, given by 1/µ(300K) =
1/µOP (300K) + 1/µAC(300K).
4.3.2 Ionized background impurity
The concentration of unintentional donors (oxygen) in state of the art GaN epitaxy
is on the order of 1016 cm-3. The scattering rate of ionized background impurities
can be calculated as the following[66]
1
τBGI
= Nimp
m∗
2pi~3k3F
(
e2
20s
)2 2kFˆ
0
dq
F (q)
(q + qTFG (q))2
q√
1−
(
q
2kF
)2 (4.6)
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Figure 4.5: 2DEG mobility limited only by background ionized impurity scattering
at room temperature for a background impurity concentration of 3× 1016 cm-3 in
N-face HEMT structure shown in Fig. 4.1a for (a) different gate voltages, and (b)
channel thicknesses
Where Nimp is the concentration of unintentional impurities. qTF = 2/aB, aB
being effective Bohr radius, is the Tomas-Fermi screening wavevector, and takes
into account the screening of the scattering potential by the 2DEG. F (q), and G(q)
are factors that count for the fact that it is not a delta function and has a finite
extent in the z direction, and are given by the following equations.
F (q) =
´ |Ψ (z) |2 exp (−qz) dz
G (q) =
´ |Ψ (z1) |2|Ψ (z2) |2 exp (−q(z1 − z2)) dz1dz2
(4.7)
Figs.4.5a and 4.5b show the calculated 2DEG mobility limited by background
ionized impurity scattering for the HEMT structure shown in Fig.4.1a for dif-
ferent gate biases and channel thicknesses, respectively. The scattering rate by
background ionized impurity is higher for lower charge densities, because of less
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screening of the scattering potential by electrons. Nonetheless, the scattering rate
from background ionized impurity with a concentration of 3×1016 cm-3 is not high
enough to limit the 2DEG mobility at room temperature.
4.3.3 Interface roughness
The GaN channel thickness is not atomically constant along the channel due to
thickness fluctuations during epitaxial growth. These fluctuations are random and
their statistical properties can be described by the co-variance function defined
as C(−→r ) = ´ ∆(−→r ′)∆(−→r − −→r ′)d−→r ′, where ∆(−→r ′) is the thickness fluctuation
at point −→r ′ in the channel. This co-variance function is commonly assumed as
a Gaussian function given by ∆2 exp(−r2/L2), where ∆ is the root mean square
(rms) roughness, and L is the correlation length. Applying the Gaussian function,
the scattering potential formed by interface roughness can be derived. This is ex-
plained in detail in references[67, 63, 59]. Finally, the scattering rate from interface
roughness is given by Eq.4.8.
1
τIR
= m
∗e4∆2L2
2~3(0s)2
(ns2 )
2
2kFˆ
0
du
q4 exp(−L2q2)
(q +G(q)qTF )2
√
4k2F − q2
(4.8)
The rms surface roughness on N-face HEMT structures grown by MOCVD on
vicinal substrates has been reported to be approximately 0.5 nm in a 2 × 2 μm2
area[68]. The 2DEG mobility limited by interface roughness as a function of ∆
and L has been studied in detail previously[56]. In this work, we assumed ∆ = 0.5
nm and L = 15 nm for our calculations. The 2DEG mobility limited by interface
roughness scattering at room temperature was calculated for the HEMT structure
shown in 4.1a for different gate voltages and different channel thicknesses. Re-
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Figure 4.6: 2DEG mobility limited by Interface roughness scattering at room tem-
perature, assuming ∆ = 0.5 nm and L = 15nm, in N-face HEMT structure shown
in Fig. 4.1a for (a) different gate voltages, and (b) channel thicknesses.
sults are shown in 4.6a and 4.6b, respectively. The mobility increases with more
negative gate bias and/or decreasing channel thickness up until the most negative
gate bias/thinnest channel thickness investigated. At first glance 1/τIR seems to
be directly proportional to n2s and the interface roughness limited 2DEG mobil-
ity would be expected to increase monotonically with decreasing charge density.
However, the integral in 4.8 is also a function of ns through kF . Value ofkFdrops
with increasing charge density and this leads to the non-monotonic behavior seen
in 4.6a and 4.6b.
As these calculations revealed, although the 2DEG mobility limited by the
interface roughness is a function of gate reverse bias and channel thickness, however
its value remains above 4 × 105cm2/Vs, and therefore does not have a significant
effect on the 2DEG mobility at room temperature.
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4.3.4 Alloy disorder
In a ternary alloy such as AlxGa1-xN, N atoms occupy the V-sites, and Al and Ga
atoms distribute randomly on III-sites in the crystal. This random distribution
results in a practically non-periodic crystal, for which Block waves are no more
applicable. The virtual crystal approximation has been used to overcome the com-
plexity of extracting physical parameters in these kinds of crystals as explained in
ref. [69] . The random distribution of Al and Ga atoms in the crystal leads to
fluctuations in the crystal potential, and therefore, is a source of scattering.
In AlGaN/GaN heterostructures such as one shown in Fig.4.1a the 2DEG forms
mostly in the binary semiconductor (GaN). However, a small portion of the 2DEG
penetrates into the alloy barrier and gets scattered by the alloy scattering. The
scattering rate due to alloy disorder is given in Eq.4.9[69].
1
τalloy
= m
∗Ω0(VA − VB)2x(1− x)
e2~3
× κbP
2
b
2 (4.9)
where Ω0 is the volume of a unit cell of AlGaN, VA − VB is the alloy scatter-
ing potential that results from the replacement of a Ga atom by an Al one, and
is estimated by conduction band discontinuity between AlN and GaN. κb and Pb
are respectively the decay rate and the probability of wavefunction penetration
into the barrier. As explained in the beginning of this chapter, κb and Pb should
be calculated carefully in order to get a precise approximation of the scattering
rate related to the alloy disorder. In [60], the Fang-Howard approximation was
used to calculate the 2DEG wavefunction while simultaneously solving the Poisson
equation independent of the quantum confinement effect in AlGaN/GaN HEMT
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Figure 4.7: Probability of 2DEG penetration into the alloy barrier in the N-face
HEMT structure shown in Fig. 4.1a for (a) different gate biases (b) different
channel thicknesses
structures under reverse bias. This led to an overestimate of the alloy scattering
rate in such structures. In this work, as mentioned earlier, we used BandEng to
obtain the 2DEG wavefunction in the channel. The probability of 2DEG penetra-
tion into the barrier for the HEMT structure (Fig.4.1a) under reverse bias and for
different channel thicknesses were calculated for the 2DEG wavefunctions obtained
from BandEng and are shown in Figs.4.7a and 4.7b, respectively. As revealed by
these calculations the probability of penetration increases by increasing the applied
reverse bias or by decreasing the channel thickness. However, the variation is not
as significant as estimated previously by Brown et al.[70]
The electron mobility limited by alloy scattering at room temperature was
calculated for the N-face HEMT structure shown in Fig.4.1a for various gate reverse
biases and channel thicknesses and is shown in Figs.4.8a and 4.8b. Both applying
a reverse bias to the gate or reducing the channel thickness results in more 2DEG
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Figure 4.8: 2DEG mobility limited by alloy scattering at room temperature in
N-face HEMT structure shown in Fig. 4.1a for (a) different gate voltages, and (b)
channel thicknesses
penetration into the alloy barrier and increases the alloy scattering rate.
4.3.5 Remote ionized impurity
As explained in chapter 1, wurtzite III-N has a net spontaneous polarization in
~c direction. Moreover, tensile stress in the AlGaN lattice grown on top of GaN
produces additional polarization called piezoelectric polarization. In AlGaN/GaN
heterostructures the net polarization at the interface is usually enough to induce a
2DEG with high charge density (1× 1013- 2× 1013cm-3) in the channel. Notwith-
standing, Si-doping of the alloy (AlGaN) barrier is still used in properly designed
N-Face HEMT structures [33, 51]. This Si-doping creates shallow donor states
which provide electrons to the channel 2DEG. Without Si-doping, the channel
2DEG will still form, however, the electrons will be provided by deep donor states
which intrinsically form at the GaN buffer/AlGaN barrier interface during growth.
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It has been shown that this results in DC-to-RF dispersion and lower RF out-
put conductance in N-Face HEMTs [71]. Proper Si-doping of the AlGaN barrier
eliminates these effects.
The remote doping is usually far from the channel, and does not severely affect
the 2DEG mobility at room temperature. Using Eq.4.10[56], the 2DEG mobility
limited by remote ionized impurity scattering at room temperature was calculated
for the HEMT structure shown in Fig.4.1a, for which the Si-doped layer is located
12 nm away from the 2DEG (tspacer = 12 nm), and the Si-doping concentration
(Nimp) is 5 × 1018 cm-3. The mobility calculations were performed for different
gate biases as well as different channel thicknesses, and the results are shown in
Figs.4.9a and 4.9b.
1
τRII
= Nimp
m∗
2pi~3k3F
(
e2
20s
)2 2kFˆ
0
dq
F (q)
(q + qTFG (q))2
exp(−2qtspacer)q√
1−
(
q
2kF
)2 (4.10)
4.3.6 2DEG mobility considering only conventional scat-
tering mechanisms
Considering the conventional scattering mechanisms discussed in the previous sec-
tions, the 2DEG mobility at room temperature can be calculated from Matthiessen
rule given in Eq. 4.11. The 2DEG mobility for the N-face HEMT structure shown
in Fig.4.1a was calculated as a function of gate reverse bias and channel thickness
(Figs.4.10a and 4.10b). Although the calculated 2DEG mobility, considering all the
above-mentioned conventional scattering mechanisms, drops as the charge density
decreases, the drop is not as severe as observed from the experimental data. This
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Figure 4.9: 2DEGmobility limited by remote ionized impurity at room temperature
in N-face HEMT structure shown in Fig. 4.1a for (a) different gate voltages, and
(b) channel thicknesses.
conspiracy between the experimental results and the calculations suggests that the
conventional scattering mechanisms are not enough to explain the huge drop in the
2DEG mobility occurred by decreasing the charge density in N-face HEMT struc-
tures. Two new scattering mechanisms, surface state dipoles and charged interface
states, are proposed and discussed in the following sections.
1
µ
= 1
µOP
+ 1
µAP
+ 1
µIR
+ 1
µAlloy
+ 1
µRII
+ 1
µBII
(4.11)
4.4 Surface state dipoles
As it was discussed previously, there is a large polarization charge at the AlGaN-
GaN interface. This bound polarization is only partially compensated by formation
of the 2DEG in the channel, and the rest of it is compensated by the charged sur-
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: 2DEG mobility at room temperature, calculated considering all con-
ventional scattering mechanisms as a function of (a) gate reverse bias (b) channel
thickness.
face states. Although the nature of these surface states is not well-understood yet,
extensive dangling bonds and vacancies at the surface have been suggested as the
origin of such states[18]. These charged surface states similar to remote ionized im-
purities are a source of electron scattering. In the case of N-face HEMT structures
a dielectric (usually SiN) is deposited on the surface before fabricating transistor
patterns to protect the surface from being etched in the developer. Therefore, in-
stead of a sheet of positive charges, there is a sheet of dipoles on the surface as
shown in Fig.4.11.
The formula to calculate the scattering rate from surface state dipoles can be
derived using a superposition of positive and negative charges, and is given by
Eq.4.12.
1
τSS
= NSS
m∗
2pi~3k3F
( e
2
0r
)
2kFˆ
0
dq
F (q)e−2qtch sinh( qd2 )
(q + qTFG(q))2
.
q2√
1− ( q2kF )2
(4.12)
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Figure 4.11: Schematic of a typical N-face HEMT structure showing the SiN di-
electric and surface state dipoles.
Where d and tch are the dielectric and channel thicknesses, respectively, and
NSSis the density of surface state dipoles. The 2DEG mobility limited by surface
state dipoles was calculated as a function of channel thickness and the gate reverse
bias, and the results are shown in Figs.4.12a and 4.12b, respectively. The density
of surface state dipoles was assumed to be 2× 1012 cm-2for our calculations[18].
The calculated 2DEG mobility revealed that, in the case of thin channels, the
surface state dipoles degrades the 2DEG mobility. On the contrary, in the case of
20 nm-thick channel, these dipoles are far from the 2DEG, and their effect on 2DEG
mobility at room temperature (even for large gate reverse biases) is negligible.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.12: 2DEG mobility limited by surface state dipoles at room temperature
in N-face HEMT structure shown in Fig. 4.1a for (a) different gate voltages, and
(b) channel thicknesses.
4.5 Charged interface states at the AlGaN-GaN
interface
The conductance method was first proposed by Haddara and El-Sayed[72] to mea-
sure the trap state density between Si-SiO2 interface. This method was later
adobted by Miller et al.[61] to measure the trap state at GaN-AlGaN interface
in Ga-face GaN/AlGaN heterostructure. They reported an interface state density
of 1 × 1012 cm-2 with an energy of 0.3 eV below the conduction band. Recently,
Waller et al.[62] showed that using conductance method for extracting interface
states is valid only for HEMTs with short gate length (LG< 10µm). Utilizing this
method for HEMTs with long gate lengths results in exaggerated interface states.
They measured an interface state density of 5× 1010 cm-3 in Ga-face GaN/AlGaN
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Trap level
0.3 eV
Figure 4.13: The Band diagram of N-face HEMT structure showing interface trap
state at the AlGaN-GaN interface
HEMT structures. The reason behind the formation of these interface trap states
is still not well-understood. They could be attributed to the AlGaN-GaN inter-
mixing at the interface, or the large density of oxygen unintentionally incoporated
into the AlGaN layer.
As shown in Fig.4.13, these trap states are above the fermi level, and therefore,
depleted and positively charged. Charged trap states can be modeled similar to
remote ionized impurity for the purpose of the 2DEG mobility calculations. The
interface state scattering rate is then given by Eq.4.13
1
τIS
= nIS
m∗
2pi~3k3F
(
e2
20s
)2 2kFˆ
0
dq
F (q)
(q + qTFG (q))2
exp(−2qd)q2√
1−
(
q
2kF
)2 (4.13)
where a sheet of positive charge with a density of nIS was assumed at the Al-
GaN/GaN interface. d is the distance between the charge centroid and the Al-
GaN/GaN interface.
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Figure 4.14: 2DEG mobility limited by AlGaN-GaN interface states at room tem-
perature in N-face HEMT structure shown in Fig. 4.1a for (a) different gate volt-
ages, and (b) channel thicknesses.
The 2DEG mobility limited by charged interface states at room temperature for
the N-face HEMT structure shown in Fig.4.1a as a function of gate reverse bias and
channel thickness was calculated assuming an interface state density of 8×1011cm-2.
As the results shown in Figs.4.14a and 4.14b demonstrate, the mobility limited by
charged interface states drops as the charge density decreases either by increasing
the gate reverse bias or decreasing the channel thickness. This mobility drop
is because of less screening of the scattering potential by 2DEG as the charge
density decreases. Moreover, the distance between charge centroid and the interface
decreases as the channel thickness is decreased or the gate reverse bias is increased
which results in larger scattering rate.
The 2DEG mobility limited by interface states as a function of interface state
density was also calculated for the HEMT structure shown in Fig.4.1a under gate
bias of VG = −4 V. The electron mobility decreases as the interface state density
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Figure 4.15: 2DEG mobility limited by the charged interface states scattering as a
function of interface state density.
increases as shown in Fig.4.15.
4.6 Total 2DEG mobility and conclusion
As mentioned before, we are interested in understanding the effects of gate reverse
bias and channel thickness on the electron mobility. In previous section, we studied
the effect of these two variations on the 2DEG mobility limited by each scattering
mechanism, individually. It was also mentioned that in a perfect GaN-based HEMT
structure where the 2DEG mobility is only limited by crystal vibrations, the 2DEG
mobility at room temperature is theoretically 1745 cm2/Vs. Using Matthiessen
rule the total 2DEG mobility, considering all the scattering mechanisms, is given
by Eq.4.14.
1
µ
= 1
µOP
+ 1
µAP
+ 1
µIR
+ 1
µAlloy
+ 1
µRII
+ 1
µBII
+ 1
µIS
+ 1
µSS
(4.14)
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Where µ is the 2DEG mobility, and µOP , µAP , µIR , µAlloy , µRII , µBII , µIS
, and µSS are the electron mobility limited by optical phonons, acoustic phonons,
interface roughness, alloy barrier, remote ionized impurity, background ionized im-
purity, interface states, and surface state dipoles, respectively. The 2DEG mobility
at room temperature for the HEMT structure shown in Fig.4.1a was calculated for
different gate voltages, and channel thicknesses, and is shown in Figs.4.16a, and
4.16b, respectively. As illustrated in these figures, increasing the gate reverse bias
and decreasing the channel thickness, reduce the 2DEG mobility. This trend has
been observed by experiment as well. Previously, it was believed that increasing the
gate reverse bias or decreasing the channel thickness in N-face GaN-based HEMT
structures lead to deeper penetration of the 2DEG wavefunction into the barrier,
and consequently, higher interface roughness and alloy scattering rates. Our calcu-
lations revealed that the penetration of the 2DEG into the barrier and, therefore,
2DEG mobility limited by alloy and interface roughness scattering mechanisms
do not vary significantly by increasing gate reverse bias or decreasing the channel
thickness. Therefore, these two scattering mechanisms are not enough to explain
the significant drop in the 2DEG mobility observed in experiments. Rather, our
calculations clearly demonstrate that the charged trap states at the AlGaN/GaN
channel interface are responsible for the large reduction in 2DEG mobility seen
with increasing reverse gate bias and decreasing channel thickness.
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Figure 4.16: 2DEG mobility in N-face HEMT structure shown in Fig[fig:HEMT-
structure] for (a) different gate voltages, and (b) channel thicknesses.
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Chapter 5
Alloy Clustering Scattering
5.1 Introduction
In recent years, AlGaN/GaN and InAlN/GaN heterostructures have attracted
attention from industries requiring high-power and high-frequency high-electron-
mobility transistors (HEMTs).[73, 6, ?] One of the key factors in determining the
quality of HEMTs is the mobility of the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG).
Therefore, analysis of the individual scattering mechanisms limiting the 2DEG
mobility is paramount. The scattering mechanisms originating from acoustic and
optical phonons, interface roughness, threading dislocations[36, 55], and ionized
impurities have been studied extensively in the literature.[57, 74] In heterostruc-
tures with an alloy channel or barrier, alloy disorder scattering adds to all above-
mentioned mechanisms to reduce the mobility. The scattering of electrons in an
alloy occurs as a result of random disorder in the alloy composition, which is
a well-known phenomenon.[75, 76] In the case of heterostructures with a binary
compound semiconductor as the channel, like InAlN/GaN and AlGaN/GaN, the
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2DEG is confined mainly in the binary material. However, the tail of the wavefunc-
tion still penetrates the ternary barrier because of the finite depth of the quantum
well.[60, 69] The mobility of the electrons that penetrate the barrier are influenced
by alloy disorder scattering. In addition, an alloy barrier can also affect the mobil-
ity of electrons in the binary material via alloy clustering. Alloy clustering, which is
generally a consequence of differences in adatom diffusivities during growth, makes
the barrier composition non-uniform and locally alters the polarization and con-
duction band discontinuities along the channel (Fig. 1). This leads to fluctuations
in the energy levels of the channel, which behave as a perturbation potential and
scatter the electrons in the 2DEG.[77]
Decreasing the gate length of a HEMT is essential to improving its high-
frequency operation. As the gate length is reduced, the vertical distance between
the gate and channel needs to be reduced to maintain effective gate control.[78]
However, minimizing the barrier thickness in conventional Ga-face AlGaN/GaN
heterostructures decreases the charge density in the channel, which consequently
results in higher sheet resistance. Therefore, the Al content of the barrier needs to
be increased as the barrier thickness is reduced to maintain a high charge density
in the channel. Experimental data in the literature reveals a poor 2DEG mobility
in AlGaN/GaN heterostructures with high Al content.[79, 80] This is contrary to
what we expect from calculations of alloy disorder scattering. Despite an increase
in interface roughness scattering with higher 2DEG charge density, mobility should
not significantly degrade since alloy disorder scattering is reduced. As the Al con-
tent of the AlGaN barrier increases, the probability of finding electrons in the alloy
barrier decreases, so the mobility of the 2DEG should improve due to reduced
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alloy disorder scattering. However, increasing the Al content in the AlGaN bar-
rier increases the likelihood of alloy clustering, which can explain the discrepancy
between experimental data and calculations.
InAlN barriers are a promising alternative to AlGaN barriers. In0.18Al0.82N
presents the advantage of being lattice-matched to GaN and exhibiting a high
spontaneous polarization charge, making it suitable for use as the barrier layer in
ultra-scaled HEMTs.[81] However, InAlN needs to be grown at lower temperatures
than AlGaN, which reduces adatom diffusivity and increases the probability of al-
loy clustering. In this article, a model was derived to calculate the 2DEG mobility
limited by alloy clustering scattering. We then use atom probe tomography to
demonstrate the random nature of the fluctuations in the alloy composition. The
limiting mobility from alloy clustering is also calculated for various fluctuation am-
plitudes and cluster sizes. Moreover, the effect of alloy clustering on limiting the
2DEG mobility is compared for both InAlN/GaN and AlGaN/GaN heterostruc-
tures.
5.2 Derivation
In order to model the contribution of alloy clustering to limiting the 2DEG mobil-
ity, we followed the approach that was used by H. Sakaki et al.[63]. to calculate
interface roughness scattering. In the case of interface roughness, changes in the
width of quantum well cause fluctuations in the energy levels of the 2DEG, whereas
in the case of alloy clustering, variations in the depth of the quantum well change
the energy levels. Therefore, a local change in the composition (∆X(r)) results in
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Figure 5.1: (a) Band structure of an AlGaN/GaN heterostructure showing the
fluctuations in barrier height as a result of fluctuations in the barrier composition.
(b) Schematic of ground state fluctuations along the channel. The Fermi level is
assumed to be pinned at the surface and is constant along the channel.
a local variation in the ground state energy (∆E0(r)), as shown in Eq. 5.1
∆E0(r) = ∂E0/∂X ∆X(r) (5.1)
where r refers to the position in the heterointerface. It should be noted that
we have assumed all electrons in the channel are accumulated in the first sub-
band. Therefore, only local variations in the ground state energy are considered.
The composition fluctuations can be characterized using the auto-covariance (AC)
function, which measures the probability that the compositions at r′ and r are the
same. Due to the random nature of the fluctuations in composition, this proba-
bility should decrease as the distance r − r′ increases. Following similar works on
interface roughness[63], we assume the AC function can be estimated by a Gaussian
function as shown in Eq. 5.2,
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Figure 5.2: To obtain a significant number of sampling points, a 60 × 60 nm2 in-
plane composition map was generated by combining four 30 × 30 nm2 composition
maps extracted from different regions in the AlGaN layer
< ∆X(r) ∆X(r′) >= ∆2exp(−(r − r
′)2
ζ2
) (5.2)
where ∆ and ζ are the amplitude of fluctuations and AC length, respectively.
Alloy composition fluctuations can be quantified with atom probe tomography
(APT). APT is a destructive technique through which the 3D atomic distribution
of heterostructures is mapped[82].
To extract the parameters of the Gaussian distribution shown in Eq. 5.2, we
followed the work done by S. M. Goodnick et al.[83] in which high-resolution trans-
mission electron microscopy was used to determine interface roughness parameters.
Hence, the scattering matrix elements of the perturbation potential can be ex-
pressed as
M2k′k =
ˆ
exp
(
j
−→
k ′.−→r
)
∇E0 (r) exp
(
−j−→k .−→r
)
d3r (5.3)
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Figure 5.3: (a) 2D III-site composition map of the in-plane Al distribution in
an Al0.15Ga0.85N layer (Black arrows illustrate the directions along which the AC
lengths were calculated). (b) AC sequence of digitized data shown in part (a).
(c) An example of the power spectrum calculated using both the FFT and AR
methods and the fitted Gaussian function. (d) Histogram of AC lengths obtained
from different areas on the 2D III-site composition map.
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Figure 5.4: Ground state energy of the 2DEG as a function the alloy composition
calculated using BandEng for (a) Al0.27Ga0.73N/GaN and (b) In0.18Al0.82N/GaN.
which can be simplified to the following equation according to the Fourier trans-
form of a Gaussian function:
M2k′k = pi (∂E0/∂X)
2 ∆2 ζ2exp
(
−
(
ζ2q2
)
/4
)
(5.4)
where −→q = −→k − −→k ′ is the 2D scattering wave vector. In the relaxation time
approximation, the momentum relaxation time τ is given by
1
τ (E) =
( 1
4pi2
)(2pi
~
)ˆ
Mk′k(q)2 (1− cos (θ)) δ
(
Ek
′
0 − Ek0
)
(5.5)
The energy of the electron is assumed to remain unchanged after scattering.
The scaling factor 1 − cos (θ) takes into account that large-angle scattering has
a greater impact on momentum relaxation. Contrary to calculations done by H.
Sakaki et al. [63], we did not use the Thomas-Fermi screening factor in our cal-
culations. Large angle scattering is dominant since small angle scattering does
not significantly decrease the mobility. However, large angle scattering occurs at
wave vectors near 2kF . These wave vectors correspond to wavelengths comparable
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to the inter-electron spacing. Screening is unlikely to be effective at these dis-
tances. Moreover, the Thomas-Fermi approximation to the dielectric constant of
the electron gas is a quasi-static approximation which is applicable only at long
wavelengths (q/kF << 1)[84]. Therefore, this is only relevant if we are trying
to screen the long-range part of Coulomb interaction[85]. Although, as explained
intuitively in the following section, the charge density along the channel rearranges
itself as a result of quasi electric field caused by variations in the ground state.
This rearrangement can moderate the electron scattering from fluctuations in the
barrier composition. Fluctuations in the ground state (E0) generate a varying
quasi-electric field that provides a driving force for electrons to move along the
channel. Since the 2DEG charge density (ns) is proportional to the difference of
the Fermi level and the ground state (EF −E0), the charge density fluctuates with
changes in EF − E0. The gradient in charge density generates a diffusion current
in opposition to the drift current generated by the quasi-electric field. Fig. 5.1(b)
is a simple illustration of these two currents in the channel. The value of EF −E0
is larger at x1 than x2 which results in higher charge density at x1. Because of the
lower energy state at x1, electrons at x2 prefer to move toward x1. In addition, the
gradient in the charge density causes electrons to diffuse from x1 to x2. These two
currents cancel each other out to balance the driving forces from the quasi-electric
field and charge density gradient. The direction and magnitude of this electric
field depends on which current is dominant. Depending on the direction of the
generated electric field, the conduction band (and consequently the ground state)
at x2 will be either lowered or raised, which results in the screening or exacerba-
tion of fluctuations in the ground state, respectively. The drift current (Idrift) and
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diffusion current (Idiff ) that result from the quasi-electric field and gradient in the
charge density along the channel, respectively, are defined by the following:
Idrift = µtot(∇E0)/∇L, Idiff = Dq∆ns × d∆L = µ
kBT
q
q∇ns × d
∆L = µtotkBT
∆ns × d
∆L
(5.6)
where µtot is the total 2DEG mobility considering all scattering mechanisms, ∆L
is the lateral distance between two points with different ground states (assumed
to be equal to the AC length (ζ)), d is the channel thickness which can be de-
fined as full width at half maximum of the 2DEG wavefunction in AlGaN/GaN
heterostructures.
To examine the extent to which this electric field can screen or aggravate the
fluctuations in the ground state, we calculated the diffusion and drift currents for
a specific variation in the AlGaN composition. As calculated by BandEng[52], a
2% change in the Al mole fraction in the barrier of Al0.27Ga0.73N/GaN heterostruc-
ture causes a change of 0.0032 eV for E0 − EF and 3×1011 cm-2 for the charge
density. The Idrift and Idiff corresponding to these values are 0.0032µtot/∆L and
0.003µtot/∆L, respectively. Hence, these opposing currents are effectively equal,
and the screening effect can be safely ignored. We then calculate the limiting
mobility using
µ = e
m∗ < τ (E) >=
(´
τ (E)E ∂f0(E)
∂E
dE
)
(´
E ∂f0(E)
∂E
dE
) (5.7)
where e and m∗ are the electron charge and effective mass, respectively, and f0(E)
is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. As an intuitive explanation, the E ∂f0(E)
∂E
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Figure 5.5: Plot of the mobility limited only by alloy clustering in the barrier as
a function of the mean amplitude of fluctuations in mole fraction (∆) for various
cluster sizes. This limit is independent of temperature.
term in Eq. 5.7 originates from averaging the momentum relaxation time over the
energy of electrons in an attempt to calculate the current density of electrons[86].
Eq. 5.7 can be simplified to µ = eτ(EF )/m∗ in the case of a 2DEG because
all electrons are assumed to move very close to the surface of the Fermi sphere.
It should be noted that the mobility limited by alloy clustering is temperature-
independent, much like the mobility limited by interface roughness.
5.3 Atom probe tomography analysis
To determine the amplitude and distribution of random composition fluctuations,
APT was performed on the Al0.15Ga0.85N electron blocking layer of a commercial
c-plane (0001) GaN LED. The in-plane Al distribution in the Al0.15Ga0.85N layer
was reconstructed by averaging the Al mole fraction over 3 nm along the c-axis. To
obtain a significant number of sampling points, a 60 × 60 nm2 in-plane composi-
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tion map (Fig. 5.3(a)) was generated by combining four 30 × 30 nm2 composition
maps extracted from different regions in the AlGaN layer as shown in fig. 5.2.
The above-mentioned digitalized data was then used to calculate the 2D AC as
demonstrated in Fig. 5.3(b). The root mean square (rms) value of Al composition
fluctuations (∆) was obtained from the zeroth coefficient of the 2D AC sequence
and was estimated to be 1.14%. To estimate the AC length, the composition pro-
file was taken along the directions shown in Fig. 5.3(a), and the AC function
was calculated for each profile. Since the Fourier transform of the AC function
(the power spectrum) is included in the relaxation time formula (Eq. 5.5) rather
than the AC function itself, it is preferable to estimate the power spectrum. Fast
Fourier transform can be used to calculate the power spectrum. However, it leads
to severe fluctuations around the actual power spectrum as demonstrated in Fig.
5.3(c). Therefore, the auto-regressive (AR) model was used for this purpose[83].
The AC lengths (ζ) were then obtained by fitting a Gaussian function to the power
spectrums of the 1D composition sequences that were taken along the directions
indicated by the arrows in Fig. 5.3(a) The distribution of ζ-values was character-
ized by a log-normal function and is plotted in Fig. 5.3(d). The AC length was
estimated to be 12.3 nm from the expectation value of the log-normal distribution
fit.
5.4 Simulation
To study the effect of the aforementioned composition fluctuations on limiting the
2DEG mobility, we assumed an average In (Al) mole fraction of 0.18 (0.27) for In-
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the effect of alloy clustering on the mobility of 2DEG
between AlGaN/GaN and InAlN/GaN heterostructures. The x-axis is the mean
amplitude of fluctuations in mole fraction.
AlN (AlGaN) in our calculations. As mentioned previously, the In0.18Al0.82N/GaN
heterostructure is particularly attractive for HEMTs since it is a nominally stress-
free heterostructure and yields a high-density 2DEG. The Al mole fractions of
AlGaN barriers in state-of-the-art AlGaN/GaN HEMTs are generally between 0.2
and 0.3, due to the trade-off in charge and mobility[87].
To calculate ∂E0/∂X, we solved the Schrodinger-Poisson equation self-consistently
using BandEng software[52]. The parameters used in calculations for each het-
erostructure are reported in Table I. The ground state energy of the 2DEG in
AlGaN/GaN (InAlN/GaN) were calculated as a function of Al (In) mole frac-
tions around 0.27 (0.18), as shown in Fig. 5.4. ∂E0/∂X was then determined
from the slope of the curve to be -0.5 eV and 1.85 eV for Al0.27Ga0.73N/GaN and
In0.18Al0.72N/GaN, respectively. By entering these values in Eq. 5.4, we calculated
the mobility limited by alloy clustering for different AC lengths and fluctuation
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GaN AlxGa1-xN InxAl1-xN
me*/me 0.2 0.2+0.2x 0.4-0.29x
Eg(eV) 3.4. 3.42+1.86x+1x2 6.28-8.51x+3x2
∆Ec(eV) – 1.24x+0.66x2 1.9-5.56x+1.96x2
εr 8.9 8.9+0.4x 8.5+6.8x
Table 5.1: Materials parameters used in BandEng to calculate the ground state
energy. me*/me is the ratio of the electron effective mass to the electron mass. Eg,
∆Ec, and εr are bandgap, conduction band discontinuity with respect to GaN, and
the relative permittivity, respectively.
amplitudes.
Fig. 5.5 demonstrates the mobility limited by alloy clustering as a function
of fluctuation amplitude for different AC lengths. The mobility limited by alloy
clustering decreases as the fluctuation amplitude increases, as expected. Also,
from the dependence of matrix elements M2k′k on ζ shown in Eq. 5.4, we expect
the mobility to first decrease with increasing AC length until it reaches a minimum
and then start increasing. However, in this work we only calculated the limiting
mobility for the AC lengths in the range of 4 to 18 nm, which are more likely to
be experimentally observed.
We then compared the significance of alloy clustering to mobility limitation
between In0.18Al0.82N/GaN and Al0.27Ga0.73N/GaN heterostructures in Fig. 5.6.
Since the bandgap and polarization difference between AlN and InN is much higher
than that between AlN and GaN, fluctuations in InAlN composition affect the mo-
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bility more significantly than fluctuations in AlGaN composition. As a result, the
limiting mobility for the same fluctuation amplitude and AC length is lower for the
InAlN/GaN heterostructure in comparison with the AlGaN/GaN heterostructure.
It should be noted that due to the large difference in the atomic size between In and
Al and difference in the bonding energy between Al-N and In-N[2], lower growth
temperatures are required for InAlN than AlGaN. Poor Al adatom diffusion at low
growth temperatures can lead to severe clustering in InAlN which has been shown
to result in a honeycomb microstructure in certain conditions[41, 88, 4].
In AlGaN/GaN and InAlN/GaN heterostructures, inserting a thin AlN inter-
layer at the heterointerface effectively suppresses the penetration of the 2DEG
wavefunction into the barrier, consequently enhancing the 2DEG mobility[89]. In
this work, we investigated the influence of AlN interlayer on reducing the scatter-
ing from alloy clustering. As shown in Fig. 5.7, including a 3-nm-thick AlN layer
between the channel and the InAlN barrier enhances the limiting mobility by a fac-
tor of 1.6. The barrier height in an InAlN/AlN/GaN HEMT structure is defined
solely by the conduction band discontinuity between GaN and AlN. However, the
charge density in the channel depends on the composition of InAlN barrier. Thus,
variations in InAlN composition can change the charge density in the channel of
InAlN/GaN heterostructure and consequently create fluctuations in the ground
state energy.
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Figure 5.7: Plot of 2DEG mobility limited by alloy clustering as a function of the
mean amplitude of fluctuations in mole fraction (∆) for different AlN interlayer
thicknesses in InAlN/AlN/GaN structures.
5.5 Summary
In summary, we calculated the contribution of alloy clustering to limiting the mobil-
ity of 2DEG for various structures. Comparisons were also made between limiting
mobility of alloy clustering between Al0.27Ga0.73N/GaN and In0.18Al0.82N/GaN het-
erostructures, demonstrating that alloy clustering has more influence on limiting
the 2DEG mobility in InAlN/GaN heterostructures in comparison to AlGaN/GaN
heterostructures for the same auto-correlation length and amplitude of composi-
tion fluctuations. We also showed that inserting a thin AlN interlayer between the
barrier and the channel increases the mobility limited by alloy clustering. However,
the AlN interlayer cannot completely eliminate the scattering from alloy clustering.
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Chapter 6
Analysis of reverse-bias leakagein
GaN Schottky diodes
Introduction
Minimizing the leakage current through unintentionally doped (UID) GaN layers
is essential for both lateral and vertical III-N electronic devices[90, 91, 92, 93].
Previous studies have shown that the magnitude of the leakage current in GaN-
based electronic devices grown by both metal organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD) and plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (PAMBE) is correlated
with the screw component of threading dislocation density [94, 95, 96, 97]. Par-
ticularly, Northrup [98] has shown that in the case of Ga-rich growth by PAMBE,
Ga-filled screw dislocations are energetically preferred to hollow ones. These Ga-
filled cores create electronic states throughout the bandgap which generates leakage
paths.
Hsu et al. have shown that the reverse-bias leakage current (RLC) in GaN
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Schottky diodes (SD) grown by PAMBE depends on the III/V ratio[95]. Their
study revealed that the electrical activity of screw dislocations depends on the
growth conditions. In particular, they were able to suppress the leakage current
by 2-4 orders of magnitudes by growing GaN in a Ga-lean regime as opposed
to a Ga-rich regime. However, growing in a Ga-lean regime resulted in a pitted
morphology; this is undesirable in epitaxially grown heterostructures that often
include thin layers. Ex-situ treatments such as surface modification with an atomic
force microscope, and electrochemical treatment of the diode surface were suggested
to decrease the leakage current[99, 100].
There are two different methods for MBE growth of III-N materials: PAMBE
and ammonia MBE. PAMBE relies on an N2 plasma source to supply active N to
the substrate surface, where it is adsorbed. In ammonia MBE, active N is created
via thermal decomposition of ammonia at the heated substrate.
In the case of ammonia MBE, it was shown that increasing the V/III ratio im-
proves the structural quality of epitaxial GaN[101, 102]. In fact, growing GaN in
a metal-rich regime by ammonia MBE results in extremely rough surfaces. There-
fore, electronic device structures grown by this method are usually grown in a
N-rich regime[103]. Kyle et al.[104] studied the dependence of electron mobility in
GaN on the flow rate of ammonia and achieved the highest electron mobility by
growing with an ammonia flow rate of 1000 sccm.
It is believed that the vertical leakage in GaN-based devices grown by ammonia
MBE is lower than for PAMBE. Since ammonia MBE material is grown in a N-
rich regime, Ga atoms do not accumulate along the dislocations and additional
conductive pathways do not form. Nonetheless, a systematic comparison of vertical
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leakage in devices grown by these two techniques has not yet been completed.
In this work, we study the effect of different growth regimes and dislocation
densities on the RLC in GaN Schottky diodes grown by PAMBE. We also study
the RLC in Schottky diodes grown by ammonia MBE for two different ammonia
flow rates and compare these with samples grown by PAMBE.
Experiment
PAMBE samples (PA-A,B,C,D and E) were grown in a Varian Gen-II MBE system,
equipped with conventional Knudsen effusion cells as Ga and Si sources and a Veeco
Unibulb radio frequency (rf) plasma N source. The N source consisted of ultrahigh-
purity (99.9995%) N2 gas flowing at 0.7 sccm through the rf-plasma source with
250 W rf power, which corresponded to a growth rate of 4 nm/min for metal-rich
GaN layers.
The ammonia samples (NH3-A and B) were grown in a Veeco Gen 930 molecu-
lar beam epitaxy system. The system has conventional effusion cells for Ga and Si.
Purified NH3 was delivered into the growth chamber through an unheated shower-
head injector. Ammonia flow rates of 200 and 1000 sccm were used for sample A
and B, respectively, to explore the effect of ammonia flow rate on the RLC.
All substrates were backside metallized with 500 nm of Ti for uniform thermal
coupling with the heater. Substrate temperatures were measured by an optical
pyrometer calibrated to the melting point of Al. All samples in this study except
PA-D were grown on GaN-on-sapphire substrates grown by MOCVD with thread-
ing dislocation densities (TDD) of ∼ 5× 108 cm-2. To study the effect of TDD on
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Figure 6.1: Growth rate of GaN versus Ga flux for calibration samples grown by
PAMBE. The Ga flux needed to achieve stoichiometry at 700 °Cwas determined
from this curve to be around 2.2× 10−7.
the RLC, Sample PA-D was grown on a Lumilog free-standing (FS) GaN substrate
with a TDD of ∼ 5× 107 cm-2.
First, five calibration samples were grown by PAMBE using different Ga fluxes
at a constant substrate temperature (Tsub) of 700 °C to determine the growth rate
and the stoichiometry Ga flux[105]. The growth rate as a function of Ga beam
equivalent pressure (BEP) is plotted in Fig6.1.
Two samples were grown in N-rich regime for which the growth rate is limited
by the metal flux, and the other three samples were grown above stoichiometry
(metal-rich), where the growth rate is limited by the available supply of active N.
From this curve, the BEP of Ga needed to achieve stoichiometry was determined
to be around 2.2× 10−7 Torr. Ga BEP of 3.4× 10−7Torr and 4.0× 10−7Torr both
corresponds to Ga-rich regime. The former one leads to Ga intermediate regime
in which Ga forms an auto-regulated bi-layer on the surface. Whereas, the latter
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of the Schottky diode device structure. The ohmic and
Schottky metal stacks are also shown.
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Figure 6.3: AFM images of samples grown by PAMBE. (a) PA-A (b) PA-B (c)
PA-C (d) PA-D.
one corresponds to droplet regime for which the Ga flux is more than the required
flux for auto-regulation and the excess Ga accumulates into droplets[106].
In the first series, four samples (PA-A, B, C, E) were grown by PAMBE with
three different Ga fluxes on GaN-on-sapphire templates. The structure consisted of
160 nm of Si-doped GaN with a Si concentration of ∼ 5×1018cm-3, followed by 160
nm of unintentionally-doped (UID) GaN (Fig6.2). For all samples, the Si-doped
layer was grown in the Ga-droplet regime and the substrate temperature was 700
°C.
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The growth was monitored with reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED).
The RHEED pattern remained streaky throughout the growth on all the samples
which is a signature of a smooth growth[105, 107]. The UID layer on samples PA-
A and PA-E was grown with Ga BEP of 4 × 10−7. This Ga flux corresponded to
growth in a slightly Ga-droplet regime where Ga adatoms accumulate into droplets
if not desorbed properly during the growth[108]. For these samples, the intensity
of the RHEED pattern became dim at the beginning of the growth, which confirms
that the surface was covered in a Ga bilayer[106]. The growth on sample PA-A was
interrupted for 30 seconds every 10 minutes to desorb the excess Ga on the sur-
face, and prevent Ga accumulation, whereas sample PA-E was grown without any
interruption during the growth. After the growth on sample PA-E was finished, 3
minutes passed before the RHEED intensity started recovering. Still Ga droplets
were visible in an optical microscope, and were removed by HCl before diode fab-
rication. Sample PA-B and PA-C were grown with Ga BEPs of 3.4×10−7Torr and
2.4×10−7Torr which corresponded to the intermediate regime, and around the sto-
ichiometry regime, respectively. On sample PA-B, the RHEED intensity became
dim as the growth began and started increasing immediately after the growth was
stopped. This verifies that the GaN surface was covered with a bilayer of Ga but
the Ga did not form droplets on the surface during growth. The RHEED intensity
did not become dim during growth of sample PA-C which implies the Ga coverge
was less than a bilayer [106]. A list of all the samples, their growth conditions and
substrate material is shown in Table 6.1.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the sample surfaces are shown in
Fig6.3. Samples PA-A and PA-B both have smooth surfaces, with spiral hillock
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: AFM images of samples grown by ammonia MBE. (a) NH3-A (b)
NH3-B
morphology, and root mean square (rms) surface roughness values of 0.77 and 0.63
nm, respectively. Sample PA-C has smooth surface morphology between deep and
large pits with an rms roughness value of 0.94nm. Sample PA-D was grown with
the same growth conditions as sample PA-A, but on a Lumilog FS GaN substrate.
Straight step edges were observed on PA-D and the surface is very smooth with
an rms surface roughness of 0.2 nm. All roughness values were measured in a
2× 2 µm2area.
In the second series, two samples (NH3-A,B) with the same structure shown
in Fig6.2 were grown at a substrate temperature of 820 °C using ammonia as
the source of active N. The ammonia flow rates (FR) were set to 200 and 1000
sccm for samples NH3-A and NH3-B, respectively, resulting in a N-rich growth
regime for both. Therefore, the growth rate is expected to be limited by the
Ga flux, and, accordingly, constant on both samples. Nevertheless, the growth
rate was measured to be 3.8 nm/min and 2 nm/min for 200 and 1000 sccm FRs,
respectively. Reduction in the growth rate with increasing ammonia flow rate
has been seen previously by Lang et al. [109], and was attributed to the loss
of incident Ga through gas-phase scattering processes. The surface morphology
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Samples ΦGa(Torr) NH3 FR (sccm) Tsub TDD (cm-2) rrms(nm)
PA-A 4.4× 10−7 – 700 ºC ∼ 5× 108 0.77
PA-B 3.4× 10−7 – 700 ºC ∼ 5× 108 0.63
PA-C 2.4× 10−7 – 700 ºC ∼ 5× 108 0.94
PA-D 4.4× 10−7 – 700 ºC ∼ 5× 107 0.2
PA-E 4.4× 10−7 – 700 ºC ∼ 5× 108 NA
NH3-A – 200 820 ºC ∼ 5× 108 0.77
NH3-B – 1000 820 ºC ∼ 5× 108 0.51
Table 6.1: List of all samples showing Ga flux (ΦGa), ammonia flow rate, substrate
temperature (Tsub), substrate TDD, and rms roughness value (rrms).
on both samples appears comparably smooth (see Fig6.4), and the rms surface
roughness values were 0.77 and 0.51 nm in 2× 2 µm2area for samples NH3-A and
NH3-B, respectively.
Diode patterns were fabricated on the samples using conventional optical lithog-
raphy. Mesa isolation was performed with a BCl3/Cl2 reactive ion etch. Metal
stacks of Al/Au (30/300 nm) and Ni/Au (30/300 nm) were deposited by e-beam
evaporation for Ohmic and Schottky contacts, respectively.
Results and discussion
On each sample 16 diodes with 8 different areas (between 100 and 3636 µm2) were
measured on two different dies. Some variations in the leakage current density were
observed from diode to diode on each sample but there was no correlation between
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these variations and the diode size.
To properly consider these variations while comparing the leakage current be-
tween samples, we took a logarithmic average of the leakage current on all diodes
for each sample, given by Eq6.1:
log (Javg(V )) = 1/N
∑
log (Ji (V )) (6.1)
,
where Ji(V ) is the reverse current on diode i at voltage V and N is the number
of diodes measured on each sample. This method was used to calculate the average
current because the leakage current can vary by several orders of magnitude from
diode to diode, and the data are usually plotted on a semilog scale. Logarithmic
averaging provides a more accurate picture of current variations on this scale.
The error bars were defined by calculating the standard deviation of the currents
using the following relation:
σ(V ) = exp
(√
1/N
∑
(log(Ji)− log(Javg))2
)
(6.2)
.
The average leakage currents on all samples at a reverse bias of -5V are shown
in Fig6.5.
Among samples grown by PAMBE on GaN-on-sapphire templates, PA-C has
the highest average leakage current. As mentioned previously, this sample was
grown in a regime close to stoichiometry, and the surface was not covered with a
Ga wetting layer during growth. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) mea-
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Figure 6.5: Average leakage current at -5 V. The error bars show the variation of
leakage current over 16 devices for each sample.
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Figure 6.6: 10 kV panchromatic Cathodoluminescence (CL) images taken on a
Lumilog FS GaN substrate showing the non-uniform distribution of the dislocation
density.
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surements on GaN have demonstrated that the presence of a Ga wetting layer
on the surface helps to reduce background oxygen incorporation into the crystal
during growth. Therefore, it is likely that the oxygen impurity concentration in
this sample is higher than the others. Furthermore, oxygen behaves as a shallow
donor in GaN, leading to additional band bending in the UID layer, and conse-
quently, higher leakage currents. Comparison between the result of capacitance
versus voltage (CV) measurements on sample PA-A, PA-B, and PA-C confirms
this hypothesis. The charge density in the UID layer was measured to be 8.6×1016
cm-3, 8.4 × 1016 cm-3, and 4.4 × 1017 cm-3on sample PA-A, PA-B, and PA-C, re-
spectively. Therefore, the charge density is almost one order of magnitude higher
for sample PA-C in comparison with samples PA-A, and PA-B.
Samples PA-A and PA-E were grown with the same conditions, except that for
sample PA-A the growth was interrupted every 10 minutes while for sample PA-E
there was no interruption during growth. The average leakage currents on these
two samples are very similar. However, there is a larger variation in the leakage
current on sample PA-A compared to sample PA-E. As mentioned before, the
Ga desorption from the surface was observed via changes in the RHEED pattern
intensity. The electron beam in RHEED is directed towards the sample at a grazing
angle, and the pattern represents an average of a large sample area. Because
of temperature non-uniformity on the substrate, the amount of time required to
desorb the excess Ga from the surface varies with location on the sample. Therefore,
although according to RHEED, 30 seconds was sufficient to completely desorb
the surface Ga, in certain areas excess Ga remains on the surface, and in others,
the surface was left without any Ga wetting layer during interruptions, resulting
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Figure 6.7: Current-voltage curves on diodes fabricated on the Schottky structure
grown on Lumilog FS GaN, illustrating the variation in the reverse current from
diode to diode. The idieality factor of these diodes was 1.02 at room temperature.
in a higher oxygen incorporation. Sample PA-B has the lowest average leakage
current among samples grown on GaN-on-sapphire substrates using PAMBE. It
has previously been shown [95] that growing in Ga-lean conditions helps to reduce
the reverse leakage current. However, this introduces pits on the surface, which
are not desirable in complicated device structures. Growing in the intermediate
regime helps to obtain a pit-free surface while still minimizing the leakage current.
Sample PA-D, which is grown on Lumilog FS GaN, has the largest RLC varia-
tions. This may be attributed to the large non-uniformity in dislocation density on
the sample, as seen in the cathodoluminescense (CL) image in Fig6.6. The current-
voltage (IV) curves for different diodes on sample PA-D is shown in Fig6.7. These
diodes had an ideality factor close to 1 (1.02) at room temperature. Diodes with
higher leakage currents are very likely those fabricated on areas with higher dislo-
cation density.
Among samples grown by ammonia, sample NH3-A, which is grown using 200
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sccm of ammonia, has the larges high leakage current among all samples, including
those grown by PA-MBE. On the other hand, the sample grown with 1000 sccm
(NH3-B) has the lowest and the most uniform leakage. The high leakage on sample
NH3-A may be attributed to the shallow electron trap level at 0.24 eV below the
conduction band edge. This trap level is related to the N vacancies and Arehart et
al.[110]. have shown that the density of this trap level is reduced at higher V/III
ratios.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have shown that by growing in an intermediate III-V ratio regime,
we are able to decrease the average reverse leakage current by one order of mag-
nitude, and still have a smooth and pit-free surface. We have also shown that
growing by ammonia MBE in a N-rich regime does not always result in lower leak-
age than PAMBE growth in Ga-rich regime. On the contrary, growing with 200
sccm ammonia results in Schottky diodes with higher leakage current than samples
grown by PAMBE. Finally, increasing the ammonia flow to 1000 sccm results in
better Schottky diode leakage characteristics than PAMBE devices.
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